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» Has sold more than 250,000 copies in
previous editions.
Linda Seward has enjoyed needlework,
sewing and handicrafts all her life. Her
knowledge of quilting evolved while editing
books on both sides of the Atlantic and
by making her own quilts. She lectures
internationally on quilt making and works as
a freelance writer, editor and quilt judge.

Appliqué is the method of securing one piece of fabric
on top of another, either for functional or decorative
purposes. In decorative appliqué, the components of a
design are cut from a variety of fabrics, then the fabric
edges are turned under and sewn to a background
with invisible slipstitches or visible embroidery stitches.
Appliqué has served many different purposes: from
repairing worn clothing to decorating banners for use
in battles. It has been practised for centuries by people
from all over the world who have generated many
distinctive forms. The diversity of appliqué is obvious
when one compares intricate Persian examples
covered with delicate bird and flower motifs to the
bold and charming folk art quilts found in America.
Appliqué from different parts of the world can also
be startlingly similar, as evidenced by the Reverse
Appliqué work of the Hmong in Indochina and the
Kuna Indians in Panama.
Although appliqué work can be utilitarian, it
has evolved into the method quilters use to flaunt
their expertise with a needle. Yet depending upon
the design, anyone can appliqué – from a young
child sewing a flower onto a piece of fabric to an
experienced needlewoman embellishing a wall
hanging with delicate Inlay Appliqué. The basic
methods are the same. What makes each appliqué
project special is the flair, creativity and choice of
techniques and materials used to create it.

HISTORY
Applied work is one of the oldest forms of needle
art. Thousands of years ago it was being done in
Eygpt to decorate funeral tents. The Boulak Museum
in Cairo has what is probably the earliest surviving
example: a ceremonial appliqué canopy from
c. 980bc worked on gazelle hide.12 During medieval
times, appliqué flourished throughout Europe on
household furnishings, banners, and military and
ecclesiastical clothing.
Hanging tapestries decorated with appliqué played a
significant part in the ornamentation of palaces, castles
and houses during the Tudor period in Britain. They
were hung on walls both for decoration and warmth,
and in archways as screens between rooms. Appliqué
hangings were also draped around beds to keep out
the dank night air.13 Some early British appliqué work
was done in the 16th century by Elizabeth Talbot,
Dowager Countess of Shrewsbury, known as Bess of
Hardwick. The panelled hangings can be seen today
in Hardwick Hall in Derbyshire. Mary Queen of Scots
worked on several appliqué hangings and cushions
while a prisoner in Hardwick Hall.

Appliqué in America
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It wasn’t until after 1750 that appliqué began to be
used on quilts in America. However, after that it
became more and more popular, peaking in the

mid-19th century.14 Applied work became popular as
the developing country became more established and
women had more time to lavish on their quilts.
A popular manifestation of appliqué work in
America was the album quilt. The blocks comprising
each quilt were different and often carried the
signature of the maker. Friendship, presentation
and freedom quilts are the most well known, but
mourning quilts, patriotic and political quilts as well
as Bible quilts were also being made. However, it is
undoubtedly the remarkable Baltimore album quilts
that display appliqué work at its finest. Wreaths,
garlands, birds, baskets and bouquets of flowers
and fruit, and even public buildings and monuments
were expertly rendered by the women living in the
Baltimore area in the mid-19th century. Many of the
patterns found on these quilts are now regarded as
the quintessential appliqué designs; some are featured
on the following pages.
An appliqué bedspread was often considered
a ‘best quilt’. It was not uncommon for someone
to be working on two quilts at the same time – an
easily executed one for everyday use which could be
worked on even in poor light, and one masterpiece
which could only be done in leisure moments when
the light was good.15 A great many antique appliqué
quilts can be seen in museums and private collections.
That so many examples have survived is not surprising.
A woman who spent years designing and stitching a
work of art was not likely to allow her achievement
to be used as an everyday quilt. Consequently
these quilts were reserved for display, for special
occasions or for guests.16 Because these quilts were
only taken out from time to time to be stroked,
loved and admired, they have been well preserved.
These appliqué masterpieces are the work of truely
talented artists who would probably have achieved
great fame had they been able to turn their hands to
more accepted art forms than quilts. Well-known quilt
author Carter Houck expresses the concept of quilts
as art:
It is interesting to consider a quilt as an object of
art, viewing the materials, the techniques, and
the driving force behind the artist. A quilt is not
something that one dreams up on a Saturday
morning and completes by Sunday night, as one
might a small painting or a simple piece of pottery.
In terms of hours expended it is more on the order
of creating a marble statue or painting a fresco.17

Appliqué motifs
Flowers are by far the most common appliqué
shapes, both in Britain and America. The rose is a
frequently used flower, with the Rose of Sharon design
repeatedly appliquéd on bridal quilts. Leaves are also
popular. Pictorial designs from apples to zebras have
been rendered in appliqué. The eagle has always

been a great favourite in America, particularly during
war times and periods of great patriotism such as
the American Centennial. Human figures such as
the Sunbonnet Children became popular during the
early part of the 20th century. Today, the designs on
appliqué quilts run the gamut from copies of traditional
patterns to breathtaking abstract innovations.
Patchwork and appliqué have always been
successfully combined in quiltmaking. Early appliqué
medallion quilts consisted of a central printed motif
surrounded by borders of patchwork. It was common
for designs such as stars or fans to be pieced and
then applied to a background fabric. There are also
combination patterns constructed from both needle
arts, although they are usually classified as patchwork.
Pieced Basket and Maple Leaf on page 46 are
two examples.
Appliqué quilts are less rigid than patchwork, both
in design and execution.18 Patterns can be drawn
freehand or shapes can be cut using templates. Unlike
patchwork, appliqué does not require that scraps be
fitted together jigsaw fashion, which means that there
is much greater freedom in the design stage and while
a piece is being made.

WREATHS, FEATHERS AND FRUIT

Wreath of Roses

Wreath of Pansies

Presidential Wreath

Floral Wreath

Princess Feather

Feather Crown with Ragged Robin Interior

Currants and Coxcomb

Flower and Grapes

Pomegranate

APPLIQUÉ DESIGNS

textile Crafts

» Dozens of brand-new photographs of
inspirational quilts, both vintage and
modern

THE ART OF APPLIQUÉ

sewing, patchwork & quilting

The go-to masterwork for crafters, who will
find hundreds of patchwork, appliqué and
quilting techniques explained clearly and
simply.

sewing, patchwork & quilting

The Complete Book of Patchwork,
Quilting & Appliqué

Patterns and fabrics
Appliqué patterns can be found everywhere, in books
and magazines as well as in nature. Carry your camera
with you to record flowers, animals and scenes that
can be recreated in fabric. Children’s colouring books
are an excellent source of simple appliqué patterns.
Also, study printed fabrics for ideas for the Broderie
Perse style of appliqué.
Beginners should select a design with straight lines
or gradual curves and a relatively small number of
large or medium-sized pieces. As you become adept
at turning the edges under smoothly and sewing them
invisibly to a background, you can graduate to more
complex shapes and designs. It is important that you
meticulously preserve the shape of appliqué pieces.
Clip curves and points where necessary so as to turn
the edges under smoothly and maintain crisp corners.
For hand appliqué, choose your fabrics carefully.
Beginners should use 100% cotton fabrics which hold
a crisp edge and are not inclined to fray. Select light to
medium-weight fabrics. You can choose just about any
type of fabric for machine appliqué, but avoid material
that frays too much as this will make your work look
messy. Felt is a wonderful fabric for appliqué. Because
it is non-woven it will not ravel so you never need to
turn under the edges. Do not limit yourself to fabrics
when creating appliqué designs. Incorporate other
textures by using feathers, leather, stones or shells,
lace and various types of yarns and threads.
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Related titles:
Big Stitch Quilting 9781782218210
Debbie Shore's Sewing Room Secrets:
Quilting 9781782215479
Love to Sew: Quilting On The Move 9781782214489
Quilt As You Go 9781782219408
Sarah Payne’s Quilt School 9781782217305
Sew Layer Cake Quilts & Gifts 9781782213772
The Joy of Jelly Rolls 9781782214700

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Julia Hincks

The
Mending Directory
Over 50 modern stitch patterns for visible repairs
Erin Eggenburg

30th September 2021 • 9781782218562 • £15.99 / AUD $42.99
Paperback • 246 x 190 mm • 192 pages • All rights free

31st October 2021 • 9781800920361 • £15.99 / AUD $42.99
Paperback • 236 x 170 mm • 144 pages • World English language rights excluding North America

A coverstitch sewing machine is often
used for hemming garments; Julia Hincks
teaches you all you need to know about the
sewing machine and the other techniques
you can achieve using it!

Learn 50 beautiful mending patterns to give
clothes and accessories a new lease of life.
» Visible mending is an exciting new trend that
encourages people to mend their clothes
rather than throwing them away

» The second book by best-selling author
Julia Hincks, her first book The Overlocker
Technique Manual has sold over 128,000
copies worldwide

» Over 50 hand-stitched and darned examples
organized by skill level
» Each project includes a photo of the stitched
pattern, as well as step-by-step diagrams
showing how to create it

» Comprehensive step-by-step instructions
and photographs demonstrate the
essential stitches and sewing techniques

» Suitable for all sorts of fabrics including
denim, woven materials and knits

» The go-to guide for using a coverstitch
machine.
Julia Hincks is a teacher and textile artist who
has sewn, knitted and crocheted from an early
age. Julia teaches dressmaking, pattern cutting
and overlocking classes privately and at
colleges in Brighton where she inspires adults
to take up these crafts and improve their skills.
Julia has developed a loyal following.

» Includes a range of geometric, grid-based
patterns to looser, nature-inspired designs.
4

USE IRON-ON
TRANSFER

170 Projects

Cambridge table runner
This project allows you to be creative and try out the decorative
techniques shown on pages 92–97. Design your own table runner
using the same or a variety of embroidery, embellishment or textured
techniques on each panel to test what your machine can do. The finished
project is made from a pack of eight plain cotton fat quarters in bright
solid colours, but you could choose your own combination of patterned
or plain quilting fabrics. It measures approx. 140 x 40cm (55 x 15¾in).

SKILL LEVEL 3

D ouble cros s e s

Techniques required
• Chain stitch, coverstitch and top
coverstitch used decoratively
(pages 56–65)
• Pintucks (page 95)
• Double-layer binding (page 125)
• Stitching corners and curves
(pages 86–88)
• Stitching in circles (page 86)

The second color of thread
highlights the diagonal
SKILL LEVEL 1
stitches in this mend. Use a contrasting color to
Little boxes
highlight the interesting alternating pattern.

stabilizer to give more stability to the
fabric before embellishing.

• Use the decorative stitch techniques
shown in this book to create 15
embellished and/or textured panels
and trim each to measure 10 x 40cm
(4 x 15¾in). I cut each fat quarter
into four pieces, each measuring
approx. 12.5 x 50cm (5 x 20in).

• Practise each of the techniques on
scrap fabrics before working on your
project fabric.

• Some techniques, such as pintucks
will require you to use pieces larger
than 10 x 40cm (4 x 15¾in) to allow
for the folds in fabric.

• Cut 15 pieces of backing fabric, each
10 x 40cm (4 x 15¾in).

• Cut 15 pieces of wadding, each 10 x
40cm (4 x 15¾in).

• If you are cutting your own binding,
this can be cut on the straight grain
since it will be applied only to straight
edges. Use a contrasting fabric or
piece together the leftover strips from
the fat quarters to form a length 4m x
5cm (4½yd x 2in).

WOVENS

This is a simple three-step pattern. You will create
the boxes, and then add a half- size diagonal
stitch to each of the little squares.

1.Create the1.vertical
stitches first as shown in
Beginning in one corner, use a running

MAKING THE TABLE RUNNER
Embellish your fabric as described above and prepare the fabric panels ready for
piecing together. You will need 15 embellished panels, 15 backing panels and 15
wadding panels. This project is pieced and overlocked together using a four-thread
stitch. Use a stitch length of 3 to 4, differential feed of 1 or N and a lower foot
pressure, if necessary, to accommodate the thickness of fabric.
The binding is attached with a double-layer method, using a chain stitch first before
folding and topstitching with coverstitch. This could be applied using a single-layer
technique or with a binder attachment if preferred.
Decide on the layout of the top panels and number these 1–15. Decide on the layout
of the backing panels and letter these A–O.
When pressing the panels during construction, you may wish to use a pressing cloth
to protect the embellished surface of the panels.

the diagram.order,
These
lines
have
row by row. These
stitches
form the a pattern that
stitch to stitch all of the vertical lines in
sides of the boxes.

alternates between
rows, so it is more important
2. Beginning in one corner, stitch all of
to pay close the
attention
toof the
count within
tops and bottom sides
the boxes.
the horizontal lines, row by row, to form

each line.

2

1

WOVEN

USE IRON-ON
TRANSFER

PREPARING THE FABRIC
• Add interfacing to the fabric or use a

Erin Eggenburg is a visible mending
instructor and owner of wrenbirdarts,
an online mending shop. Erin also hosts
Mending Club, an online forum she created
for visible mending enthusiasts.
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Cambridge table runner 171

YOU WILL NEED
• Eight pieces of quilting cotton, approx.
50 x 50cm (20 x 20in), also known as
fat quarters
• 1.5m (1½yd) cotton wadding (batting).
Use heat-resistant wadding so the table
runner is suitable for hot plates
• 4m (4½yd) single-fold binding,
2.5cm (1in) wide, or unfolded binding,
5cm (2in) wide
• Interfacing or stabilizer
• Variety of threads
• Thread palette (optional)

sewing, patchwork & quilting

sewing, patchwork & quilting

The
Coverstitch Technique Manual
The complete guide to sewing with a coverstitch machine

3. Starting in the bottom-left corner, bring
your needle through the center of the box,
and stitch down in the same spot as the
top-left corner of the box. Do this for each
box, row by row, diagonally, until you

I am using the Janome CoverPro 2000CPX
coverstitch machine and Janome 9300DX
overlocker for this project.

have completed each box.
2.Next work
the horizontal stitches. Every
3

other horizontal row is an unbroken pattern

4

of vertical stitches. On the horizontal rows on
1
2
3
4
5

either side of those unbroken pattern lines,

Lay piece B face up. Place piece A right sides together with piece B.
Place a strip of wadding on top.

DIRECTORY

5

Place piece 1, right side up on top of the wadding.
Place piece 2 on top, right side facing down.
Place another piece of wadding on top. Pin or clip layers together.

40

stitch over every other vertical stitch, turning
it into a cross, alternating this pattern every
other time. This creates a consistent pattern

Pale blue line shows the stitching
on the reverse.

within every other row.

Also by the author:

Related
titles:
3.Now to complete all of the diagonal stitches.

The Overlocker Technique Manual 9781782210207

in the top
left corner
and stitch
each
DebbieBegin
Shore's
Sewing
Room
Secrets:
Essential Skills for
diagonal stitch
that leans to the left, row by
Dressmakers
9781782217473
row, to the bottom right corner. These stitches
ModernareMending
9781782219606
shown in dark
blue on the final diagram.
Stitch, Fabric & Thread 9781782212850
4.Complete in the same way for the diagonal

Previously announced as July 2021

4
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DIRECTORY

stitches that lean to the right, starting in the

36

top right corner. These stitches are shown
in pale blue on the final diagram. These
diagonal stitches seem to radiate from each
central cross.
Pale colored line shows stitching
on the reverse of the fabric.

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Carolyn Forster

30th November 2021 • 9781782219408 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

Take
Two Fat Quarters: Bags & Purses
16 gorgeous sewing projects for using up your fat quarter stash
Debbie von Grabler-Crozier

Discover 14 inspiring techniques for
quilting-on-the-go.

Use leftover fat quarters to create 16
beautiful bags!

» The first comprehensive guide to quilt-asyou-go techniques

» Sew 16 beautiful bags, from accessory
favourites like clutches and totes to daily
essentials such as a fold-away shopper
and a lunch tote

» Quilting as you go is a popular concept
amongst quilters from beginner up.

» Follow the simple techniques in the
crash-course at the front of the book for
essential know-how, before diving into
your stash

» Carolyn Forster is a popular and bestselling author with over 120,000 sales
globally and a huge following in the UK
and USA.

» Be inspired by the stunning photography,
helpful hand-drawn illustrations and
handy hints featured in every project.
Debbie von Grabler-Crozier has been
involved in writing and the craft world for
pretty much all of her life but in 1997 she made
it into a profession. Her first sewing book with
Search Press, The Bag Boutique, was a global
success, having sold nearly 10,500 copies.
Debbie lives in Lower Saxony, Germany.

Carolyn Forster started making quilts when
she was a teenager and went on to study
Textiles at the University of Bath. Since
graduating, she has taught patchwork and
quilting both in the UK and the USA and has
had her quilts featured in a number of books
and magazines.

6

28th February 2022 • 9781782219682 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 96 pages • All rights free

Also by the author:

In the same series:

Big Stitch Quilting 9781782218210
Sew Layer Cake Quilts & Gifts 9781782213772
The Joy of Jelly Rolls 9781782214700

Take Two Fat Quarters: Gifts 9781782217329
Take Two Fat Quarters: Home 9781782217312

The world's finest art and craft books

sewing, patchwork & quilting

sewing, patchwork & quilting

Quilt
as you Go
A practical guide to 14 inspiring techniques & projects

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Beautiful
Botanical Embroidery
30 exquisite nature-inspired designs for stitching onto bags, buttons, cushions and more

Yvette Stanton

30th June 2021 • 9781800920248 • £17.99
Paperback • 275 x 195 mm • 168 pages • World English language rights excluding Australia and New Zealand

Alice Makabe

31st July 2021 • 9781800920279 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 260 x 210 mm • 112 pages • World English language rights excluding North America

Delve into elegant Frisian whitework with 11
varied projects with a range of contemporary
applications for the home and gifts.

Embroider 30 stunning floral motifs to stitch
onto bags, clothes and accessories.
» 30 nature-inspired motifs to embroider,
designed by popular Japanese artist Alice
Makabe (over 60K followers on Instagram)

» Discover the elegance and history of Frisian
whitework
» Featuring clear step-by-step instructions and
detailed diagrams

» Instructions to create bags, aprons,
pincushions and other accessories are
included

» Both left- and right-handed instructions are
included.

Needlecraft & Embroidery

Needlecraft & Embroidery

Frisian
Whitework
Dutch embroidery from Friesland

» All templates are full-size and step-bystep stitch instructions are provided.

Yvette Stanton is the publisher and designer
behind Vetty Creations. She has a passion
for whitework embroidery, and for sharing it
with others. Yvette has written 12 best-selling
embroidery books, including Smøyg which
was also published by Search Press. She’s
an award-winning embroiderer with over
15 years’ experience of producing beautiful
intricate embroideries.

Alice Makabe is a popular Japanese
embroidery artist with an international
following. She is the author of four embroidery
books in Japanese. This will be her first book
in English.
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strawberries

These small floral designs are arranged on the linen fabric just as a
scientist would arrange botanical specimens for study. Use puffy satin
stitches for the buds and outline stitches for the thin stems.
Embroidery motif on page 84

Line up all the plants and flowers you picked—
one drop of pink and the whole arrangement
suddenly has a lovely, soft impression.

2

3

4

The gently twining vine motif
complements the round shape
of this drawstring pouch. Keep
the color scheme simple to
create a classic look.
Instructions on page 64

This simple floral motif
showcases the power of
color—pair brightly hued floss
with white fabric, or try a chic,
neutral variation for a more
muted look.
Embroidery motif on pages 62 and 63

These sweet strawberries are a great way to

n

sample a number of diﬀerent styles of Frisian

n

whitework.

n

size 7 x 5 x 5 cm / 2 ⁄4 x 2 x 2 in
design thread dimensions
Strawberry 1 171 (w) x 48 (h) threads
Strawberry 2 181 (w) x 40 (h) threads
Strawberry 3 172 (w) x 42 (h) threads
materials and equipment
n 25 x 15 cm (10 x 6 in) 28 count linen, white, per
strawberry
n 1 reel Londonderry linen thread, 50/3, white
3

Related titles:
Pulled Thread Embroidery 9781782218432
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Whitework 9781782219217
The Royal School of Needlework Book of
Embroidery 9781782216063
Whitework Embroidery 9781782216896
Whitework Inspirations 9781782218326

8

n
n

n

n

n
n

No 24 tapestry needle
12.5 cm (5 in) hoop
10 x 18.5 cm (4 x 7 1⁄4 in) light-weight cotton fabric,
white, per strawberry
9 x 9 cm (3 1⁄2 x 3 1⁄2 in) wool felt, green, per strawberry
50 cm (20 in) satin ribbon, 3 mm (1⁄8 in) wide, white,
per strawberry
33 cm (13 in) organza ribbon, 6 mm (1⁄4 in) wide,
green, per strawberry
machine-sewing thread, white, and to match felt and
ribbons
light-weight paper
polyester fibre fill
53

11 Work peahole hemstitch variation along each long
side of the bands.
12 In the large squares bounded by satin stitch triangles,
cut and withdraw the six threads closest to the corners,
on each side.

The world's finest art and craft books

This leaves six threads remaining in the middle of each
side, on which to work the filling.

of the fabric, 38 threads away from the edge.
3 Fold 1cm (3⁄8 in) to the back, then another 1cm (3⁄8 in),
to enclose the raw edge. Finger press to create folds.
Repeat on each side.
4 Unfold the folds. Work mitred corners in each corner.
5 Refold the hems and tack them in place.
6 Cut the first thread inside the tacking line on each side.

10

11

Related titles:
Cross Stitch Wildflowers and Grasses 9781782218623
Embroidered Country Gardens 9781782215783
Hand Embroidery 9781782218388
Hand-stitched Landscapes & Flowers 9781782214519
Needlepainted Plants and Pollinators 9781782218609
The Kew Book of Embroidered Flowers 9781782216421
20

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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RSN
Essential Stitch Guides: Canvaswork
Large format edition
Rachel Doyle

Shelley Cox

31st August 2021 • 9781782219316 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 96 pages • French rights sold

31st August 2021 • 9781782219309 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 96 pages • All rights free
A new, larger format edition of the Royal School of
Needlework’s essential guide to beadwork.

A new, larger format edition of the Royal School of
Needlework’s essential guide to canvaswork.

» Contains detailed, step-by-step guidance on over 50
stitches and techniques

» Contains guidance on over 50 stitches
» Discover historical and contemporary pieces, materials,
equipment, techniques, design, and the history of
canvaswork

» Includes both traditional and contemporary examples
» The previous edition sold over 15,000 copies.
Twill stitch

Vertical Milanese stitch

Most twill fabrics are used with the grain running from
the bottom left-hand corner to the top right-hand corner,
hence the direction of this pattern. Technically you could
reverse the direction and work the rows running bottom
right to top left but this would not, strictly speaking,
be twill.
Start the pattern by making a vertical stitch over four
threads. Follow this with subsequent vertical stitches all
over four threads but starting a thread higher than the
previous stitch each time.
Follow this row with another row worked the same way
but this time over two threads. Continue to alternate the
two rows.
For a different look you could try working this pattern
as horizontal stitches instead of vertical stitches.
This stitch should be worked in a stranded cotton or
silk thread for the best finish.

This two-row repeating pattern is worked in horizontal rows. The first row starts with a
vertical stitch over six threads followed by another vertical stitch over four threads then
another over two threads. Each stitch starts one thread lower and finishes one thread
higher than the previous one. Continue repeating this sequence of three stitches across
the row.
In the second row, work a vertical stitch over two threads below the four-thread stitch
in the first row, followed by a vertical stitch over four threads below the two-thread
stitch in the first row. Continue along the row repeating
this sequence of two stitches.
For a smooth finish and good coverage of the fabric
this stitch works best in a multistranded thread.

Needlecraft & Embroidery

Needlecraft & Embroidery

RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Bead Embroidery

Large format edition

» Instruction by a Graduate Apprentice of the prestigious
Royal School of Needlework.
Algerian eye, variation

RELATED STITCHES
Algerian eye stitch is worked in a similar way, but without the initial eight small stitches. This
means that it has just eight stitches in total, all taken into the centre of the square.
Eyelet stitch is again very similar, but has sixteen stitches all radiating out of the same central
hole. This stitch creates more of an opening in the centre of the stitch.

This stitch is worked across a square of four canvas threads by four canvas threads. Begin by
working eight small stitches across a single intersection of the canvas. Next, work four diagonal
stitches from the four corners into the centre. Take the needle down through the centre of the
square for each of these. Finally work the two horizontal and two vertical stitches, again taking
the needle into the centre of the square each time.

USES

Pineapple
This sampler of stitches uses an eyelet and
a rococo stitch within the pineapple to give
it texture. These are variations of Algerian
eye and French stitch (see page 57). 21st
Century. (Personal collection of Becky Hogg)

This medium-sized stitch can be worked as a
single decorative motif or as a block arranged
in a grid as shown. It is a fairly flat stitch.

VARIATIONS
Instead of working the blocks as a grid, try
working one vertical row and then beginning
the second row two threads down, creating a
half drop (see pineapple half drop stitch on
page 78).

The sample shows the second row of the pattern in
various bead combinations. Replacing the first row can
also be very effective.

The sample shows the narrow rows replaced by beads at
the top left and the wider rows being replace by beads at
the bottom right.
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RSN
Essential Stitch Guides: Blackwork
Large format edition
Becky Hogg

RSN
Essential Stitch Guides: Goldwork
Large format edition
Helen McCook

31st October 2021 • 9781800920170 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 96 pages • All rights free

31st August 2021 • 9781782219323 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 96 pages • All rights free
A new, larger format edition of the Royal School of
Needlework’s essential guide to blackwork.
» Contains detailed, step-by-step guidance on over 30
stitches and patterns
» The book includes a fascinating look at the history of
blackwork
» The previous edition sold over 20,000 copies.
In the same series:
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Bead Embroidery 9781782219309
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Canvaswork 9781782219316
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Crewelwork 9781782219224
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Goldwork 9781800920170
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Silk Shading 9781844485857
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Stumpwork 9781782219231
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Whitework 9781782219217
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A new, larger format edition of the Royal School of
Needlework’s essential guide to goldwork, giving you all
you need to create beautiful stitched work.
» Published in conjunction with the RSN, this is an
indispensable resource for all embroiderers
» Features inspirational finished works and more than
30 essential techniques
» Previous edition has sold over 12,000 copies.
Outline diagram.

Shading plan.

Stitch direction plan.

Colour plan.

DESIGN
Virtually any design can be adapted for use and interpretation
with metal thread work, as the range of threads and varied ways
of working and applying the threads offer huge versatility and
endless possibilities.
One of the most important aspects of metal thread work design
is texture. Our talented gold and silver wyre drawers go to great
lengths to cunningly create a sparkling array of threads made in
a variety of ways to enable us, as embroiderers, to have as many
options as possible when it comes to stitching using this technique.
Arguably the major reason for the importance of texture is that light
bounces off different textures in various ways, and it is the play of
light across a piece of metal thread work, in conjunction with its
combinations of textures, that can really make it interesting, or
otherwise. Therefore it is important to look at combining different
textures to get different effects. You should also look at ways of
enhancing the qualities of different gold threads, for example
certain types of threads may suit different areas of your design. You
can also sometimes be limited to what type of thread goes where.
Just as we appreciate light by understanding the depth of
darkness, so too we should appreciate that no piece of embroidery
should be a solid mass of stitch. There should be a harmonious
blend of boldly and heavily worked areas foiled against a backdrop
of delicacy and lightly worked open spaces. It takes both to make
us truly appreciate the differences they offer.
Think carefully about the flow of the lines within the piece. This
can be altered drastically depending on the direction in which
you lay your metal couching threads or the angle in which you
stitch down your cutwork, for example. I find drawing the different
options for the flow of gold on to a photocopy of the outline design
particularly helpful when pondering this issue.
Once you have thought about and learnt the rules above, you
can apply them to any design. Having done so, you should think
about the height of your padding across the piece. Metal thread
embroidery works in the realm of three dimensions and you should
utilize all of the padding techniques appropriate to your chosen
design to enhance your work further.
You could additionally consider introducing coloured threads
into your metal thread work and experiment with shade play
across the piece. This could be abstract, pattern based or to aid
the three-dimensional effect. Again, I find it helpful to draw on to a
copy of the outline design to aid me with this. There is, however, no
right or wrong way of approaching this and as you become more
experienced in working with metal threads, you will be able to trust
more to instinct and less to rigid planning.
The stages in the development of my design for ‘Fearless Freedom’.
I may also draw up a stitch plan, in which I write my initial stitch choices
on to the stitch direction plan.

30

Fearless Freedom
Helen McCook
The finished piece. Japanese thread, copper, gilt and silver bright check
thread, and assorted stranded cotton threads to linen ground.

Enlarged view of the stitching
on the hare’s leg.
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Emi Nimura

Trace
The embroidered art of Michele Carragher
30th September 2021 • 9781782217039 • £17.99 / AUD $47.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • Russian rights sold

Michele Carragher

30th September 2021 • 9781782217435 • £30.00 / AUD $64.99
Hardback • 280 x 216 mm • 176 pages • All rights free

Learn the historical art of goldwork in this
informative guide from the Royal School of
Needlework.

A sumptuous exploration of the work of
renowned embroiderer Michele Carragher.
» The first book from expert embroiderer
Michele Carragher, Costume Embroiderer
for Game of Thrones and The Crown

» The Royal School of Needlework is
internationally recognized as a centre of
excellence for embroidery

» Rich with inspiration and ideas for
creative embroiderers; features six fully
worked, three-dimensional embroidery
installations

» Emi Nimura is a Graduate Apprentice and
expert teacher with the RSN
» This established series showcases the
techniques and contemporary design flair
of the RSN.

Needlecraft & Embroidery

Needlecraft & Embroidery

RSN:
Goldwork
Techniques, projects & pure inspiration

» Get an insight into her work from her initial
ideas, right through to the finished pieces.

Since 2010, Emi Nimura has been the RSN’s
tutor in Japan and teaches the Certificate &
Diploma Courses in Tokyo and Osaka. Emi
has organized two exhibitions of RSN work at
the Kitagawa Gallery in Tokyo. She considers
that her life’s mission is to share the skills of
traditional English embroidery, and the joy of
expressing oneself through embroidery, both
of which she has learned through the Royal
School of Needlework.

Michele Carragher studied Fashion Design
and worked in textile conservation, repairing
and restoring historical textiles. She moved
into costume embroidery, whilst continuing
to develop her career as a mixed media
artist. Michele has worked on a number of
productions, including the 2005 costume
award-winning production of Elizabeth I,
The Crown and HBO’s Game of Thrones.

Cutwork
Cutwork involves the cutting of soft-spiral or spring-like threads which have a hole in the
middle. These need to be snipped down to the required length and then stitched down like a
bead with a double thread through the central hole. These metals will need careful handling
so that there are no sharp ends on the metal to catch on fibres and pull out. They also crush
and crack easily. You can tell if a thread is cracked when a dark line appears across the
surface of the metal. If this happens, you need to dispose of that thread or save it for creative
metal thread embroidery, where it may come in useful. The threads often tarnish quicker from
the cracks and this is a good reason to dispose of cracked threads for traditional metal thread
work.

68

69
Part of the leaf
Emi Nimura
Cutwork in the centre of the leaf, starting from
pointed top with rough purl to alternating bright
check and rough purl. See page 125 for the
full image.

Cutwork on the branch, alternating bright check
and smooth purl. Part of the last project in this
book. See page 114 for details.

Cutting the metal thread
We tend to use a velvet board on which to cut the metal thread so that the threads are
cushioned a little by the pile of the velvet and are therefore protected from crushing. Also,
the metal threads don’t bounce around and get lost during the cutting process or once they
are cut.

This pomegranate forms part of an early twentieth-century student-diploma piece
using gold and cotton threads. Twist has been used to finish the edges of the fruit
and leaves, and Elizabethan twist to embroider the leaves. The fleur de lys (page 56)
and the crown (page 60) form the remainder of the piece. (RSN Collection)

Note

Always keep a separate pair of scissors for cutting metal threads, as this
can damage the blades.
Use a double sewing thread when going through a metal thread, and a
single sewing thread when couching over a metal thread.

Cutting smooth purl into a number of small
pieces, all the same length, on a velvet board.

In the same series:

Related titles:

RSN: Appliqué 9781782211884
RSN: Embroidered Boxes 9781782216520
RSN: Raised Embroidery 9781782211891

The Art of Annemieke Mein 9781782217657
The Art of Embroidered Butterflies 9781782219736
The Art of Moy Mackay 9781782215516
The Embroidered Art of Chloe Giordano 9781782215837

Previously announced as July 2021
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Previously announced as May 2021
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Victoria Matthewson

31st October 2021 • 9781782218609 • £19.99 / AUD $49.99
Hardback • 250 x 228 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

Hazel Everett

30th November 2021 • 9781782216414 • £19.99 / AUD $49.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 192 pages • All rights free

Embroider nine stunning plant and
pollinator projects that shine with vibrant
colour and life.

An inspiring, practical guide to goldwork
and silk shading, containing six samplers
and 24 stunning projects.

» Step-by-step guide to creating nine
needlepainted embroideries

» After Hazel passed away in 2018, the book
was completed by her close friend and
fellow embroidery expert, Jan Barsby

» Each project features a stunning plant
and pollinator combination, and contains
fascinating entomological insights

» The book contains all the practical
guidance needed for embroiderers at all
levels as well as a wealth of inspirational,
nature-themed projects, including flowers,
trees, dragonflies and bats

» Suitable for ambitious beginners or
those with some previous embroidery
experience.

» The second book from goldwork expert
Hazel Everett, author of Goldwork:
Techniques, Projects and Pure Inspiration
which has sold over 18,000 copies.

Victoria Matthewson is a hand embroidery
artist specializing in needlepainting, also
known as silk shading or long and short stitch
embroidery. Combining her love of nature and
craft she has developed a distinctive style of
embroidery, creating realistic artwork inspired
by British flora and fauna, with a special focus
on insects.

Threads used

Hazel Everett taught goldwork embroidery
all over the UK and worked on numerous
commissions, including assisting with the
reconstruction of the Coronation Robe of
George VI. Sadly, Hazel died in late 2018.

Stitch order guide

Shading guide
4

I have used Pipers Silks threads for this
project.

8. FORGET-ME-NOTS

2

FOR THE FLY
1

Threads

15

5

Dark green-blue – Pipers ‘Tartan’
Medium green-blue – Pipers ‘Green blue’
Light green-blue – Pipers ‘Pastel green’
Light yellow-green – Pipers ‘Moss’
White – Pipers ‘White’
Black – Pipers ‘Black’
Light grey – Pipers ‘Light grey’
Orange-brown – Pipers ‘Henna’

9

6

10

DMC stranded cotton: 798
Gold beads

16

8

3

7
12

11

13

21

18

19

14

FOR THE ROSEHIPS

Dark red – Pipers ‘Mid cardinal’
Medium red – Pipers ‘Kenya red’
Light red – Pipers ‘Po red’
Brown – Pipers ‘Brown’
Very pale pink – Pipers ‘Pale pink’

Stitch direction guide

FOR THE STEM AND LEAVES

Brown – Pipers ‘Brown’
Dark green – Pipers ‘Forest green’
Medium green – Pipers ‘Leaf’
Light green – Pipers ‘Pale leaf’

Stitches used
Long-and-short stitch
Satin stitch
Seed stitch
French knots

Silk shading

17

Silk shading
Silk shading has been seen throughout history,
from the rich silk embroideries of the Far East to
the ornate ecclesiastical vestments of Europe,
embodying wealth and opulence. Today it is often
referred to as ‘painting with a needle’, as the
embroiderer’s goal is to create an image as close

20

FOR THE FLOWER

Dark pink – Pipers ‘Cyclamen’
Medium pink – Pipers ‘China rose’
Light pink – Pipers ‘Heather pink’
Very pale pink – Pipers ‘Pale pink’
Dark yellow – Pipers ‘King cup’
Medium yellow – Pipers ‘Light gold’
Orange-brown – Pipers ‘Henna’

9. CROCUS NO. 2

Threads
Purple 371 thread

8.DMC
FUNGUS
NO. 8
metallic E3837
Gold Ophir
Invisible thread

materials

DMC stranded cotton: 728,
727, 3078, 746

1

in one strand throughout using a
10.Work
HYACINTH

to reality as possible. When worked correctly the
embroidery will look like a painting.
Silk shading was, as the name implies, originally
worked in fine, loosely spun thread such as
silk. This added to its opulence and expense. In
more recent times however, with the invention
of manmade threads such as stranded cottons,
which are an ideal substitute for silk, it can be
a relatively cheap form of embroidery. Stranded
cottons are readily available and modern dyes
provide a wealth of colours with many shades
in each range. This enables the embroiderer to
blend colour seamlessly, adding shape, depth
and definition to their work without the need for
padding. As silk is no longer the only choice of
thread, in many cases silk shading is often referred
to as long-and-short embroidery.

Rules for silk shading

1 1Generally,
worked stitches
from the background
Work silk
fiveshading
singleis chain
radiatingmoving forwards.
This enables the foreground shapes to have smooth, accurate outlines. If
from
two
strands
of DMC
you
workthe
fromcentre
front to in
back,
there
is a danger
that the798
new stitches will
to form
theandpetals.
affect
the line
damage the smooth lay of the thread.

22UseAdd
short lengths of thread up to 45cm (18in). This prevents wear on
a gold bead to each flower for

the thread, which may cause it to dull or split, ruining the silkiness. Try not
centre.
toits
handle
the thread too much as this can cause it to lose its lustre.

3 Finish the thread before it becomes damaged. If you try and eke out
every last bit of thread, although tempting, this can cause it to become
ragged and therefore appear matt instead of shiny.

4 Always keep all spare working threads on the top surface of the fabric,
as any threads at the back of the work can get caught up with subsequent
stitching and become tangled.

5 Start and finish a thread wherever possible with two or three stab

stitches within an area that will later be covered with embroidery. When
this is not possible, fasten a thread by overcasting on the back of the work
in orpurple
down
eitherEdge
throughthe
onlypetals
the calico
through371
any couched
nearby stitchery.

1

in invisible thread, using one continuous length,

6plunging
If your working
begins
tangle, allow
the needle to fall on the
and thread
coming
up tothrough
the fabric
wrong side of the work and it will spiral and untangle itself.

where necessary.

7 Make sure you have a good number of shades in each colour to allow

2

for smooth
transitionsofunless
you require
obvious
Addsoft
a number
straight
stitches
to colour
the effects.

each
in DMC
E3837when
using
8centre
Alwaysof
cover
yourpetal
work and
spare threads
youone
have a break
strand
to add definition
from
your embroidery
as this will and
keep itcolour.
clean. The natural light can
also affect a thread causing discolouration and therefore change the
appearance you are trying to create.

3 Complete by adding French knots in gold

for the
9Ophir
Remember
whenstamens.
your work is complete that direct sunlight and damp
are not good for your work, so place carefully with this in mind.

10 Silk shading does not require padding, but to enhance your work and

to create a more three-dimensional effect, use split stitch around the outer
edge of your shape. This helps to form and edge the stitches, adding the
illusion of depth and providing a smooth edge.

1 Couch green 371 with invisible thread along

combination of 728, 727, 3078 and 746. Start
with the no. 1 areas (see diagram, right): split
stitch the outlines, then embroider with natural
shading long-and-short stitch.

Threads

56

Related titles:

Threads

White opal 3-ply twist
Gold soft passing
Invisible thread
Dark grey and light grey
rough purl
Silver rough purl

The world's finest art and craft books

soft gold passing to fill the stalk; stitch down
with invisible thread.

2 Complete the head in fuzzy effect, building

the shape using dark and light grey purls and
silver purl to form a shaded effect. Couch down
with invisible thread.

for the flowerheads, laying them haphazardly.

9. FUNGUS NO. 9
11. COREOPSIS

57

materials
Silver heavy metal no. 12
Threads
DMC stranded cotton: 304,

1 Work the underside of the cap in silver heavy
metal no. 12: work along the base in buttonhole
stitch and satin stitch over the upper section.

worry
if there
are gaps.)
1(DoWithnot one
strand
of 909,
stem stitch the stems.
around
the cap
in one
of
22 ForSplitthestitch
petals,
use gold
smooth
no.strand
8 cut into

DMC stranded cotton: 909
666, 321, 827
Gold smooth purl no. 8
Soft gold passing
Gold heavy metal
Gold heavy metal no. 30
Gold Ophir
Silver smooth purl no. 8

304. (¼in)
Usinglengths.
single strands
of 666,
321toand
5mm
Use each
length
form30,a fill
the cap
in tapestry
loop
fromwith
the long-and-short
centre of the flower
and tieshading,
down
leaving
empty
holes
the spots.
with
heavy
metal
likefor
a chain
stitch. Add five of
these for each flower.
For the stalk, work from the outside in on
bothWork
sides.
Couchknots
down
French
in two
goldrows
Ophiroftosoft
formgold
the
passingcentres.
with gold heavy metal no. 30. Add one
flower
row of chain stitch worked using one strand
of 827. Add two rows of passing, then a chain
stitch row straight up the centre. Fill in the small
areas with two rows of passing either side of
the central chain stitch. Embroider a row of
chain stitch next to the passing on both sides.
Fill in the rest of the stalk in couched passing.

12. PETUNIA

1 Using one strand of dark green 909, stem

Threads

stitch the stems. Add the leaves in 909, working
in satin stitch.

DMC stranded cotton: 909
Dark pink purl
Gold smooth purl no. 8

Goldwork 9781844486267
The Kew Book of Embroidered Flowers 889781782216421
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Goldwork 9781800920170
4
RSN: Goldwork 9781782217039
The Royal School of Needlework Book of
Embroidery 9781782216063

2 For the petals, use dark pink purl cut into

5mm (¼in) lengths. Use each length to form a
loop from the centre of the flower, but do not tie
down. Add five of these for each flower.

3 Add a chip in gold smooth purl no. 8 to the

3
3

centre to finish; a good alternative would be a
gold bead.

89

Complete the cap by working the spots
with silver smooth purl chips cut very small and
stitched down with silver heavy metal.

136

14

1 Couch rows of White Opal 3-ply twist and

2 Attach small chips in purple wire check purl

Invisible
threadstitch this area.
then
long-and-short

Beautiful Botanical Embroidery 9781800920279
Cross Stitch Wildflowers and Grasses 9781782218623
Embroidered Country Gardens 9781782215783
Hand-stitched Landscapes & Flowers 9781782214519
The Kew Book of Embroidered Flowers 9781782216421
The Royal School of Needlework Book of
Embroidery 9781782216063

10. FUNGUS NO. 10

the stems and leaves. Start at the base and
work up each time.

Green 371 thread

wirethecheck
2Purple
Split stitch
outsidepurl
edge of area no. 2

48

Related titles:

Needlecraft & Embroidery

Needlecraft & Embroidery

Needlepainted
Plants and Pollinators
An insect lover’s guide to silk shading embroidery

Goldwork and Silk Shading
Inspired by Nature

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Roz Dace & Judy Balchin

Daydream
Journals
Memories, ideas & inspiration in stitch, cloth & thread
Tilly Rose

31st January 2022 • 9781800920194 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 96 pages • All rights free

28th February 2022 • 9781782218722 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 128 pages • All rights free

Make 20 cute teddy bears with character
using needle felting, from the authors of the
Best Craft book 2021 in The Craft Business
Awards, Needle Felting for Beginners.

Textile crafts

Textile crafts

Needle Felting Teddy Bears for Beginners

Creating unique textile art using vintage
cloth and embroidery to record your ideas,
thoughts and inspiration.
» Make eight lovely textile art projects

» Popular technique that is easy to master
and fun to do

» Learn how to record your thoughts,
poems and inspiration using cloth, thread,
found items and more

» Discover 20 varied projects, all illustrated
step-by-step

» Follow the extensive techniques section,
ideal for beginners or more experienced
sewers

» Suitable for those new to needle-felting
» Updated version of How to Make Little
Needle-Felted Bears.

» Tilly’s previous book, Stitched Memories,
has sold over 10,000 copies worldwide.
Tilly Rose is a creative mixed media textile
artist, designer, tutor and avid journaller.
She combines traditional sewing techniques
with a love of layering cloth, adding textures
through surface stitching and embellishing to
capture the everyday snippets of life, giving
her designs a modern twist but always with a
beautiful vintage flavour.

Bears with boots

Paws and feet

Follow the instructions for the standing feet on page 20, then follow the
steps below.

Our basic bear has very simple paws, legs and feet. Essentially, each paw and foot is
made by needling a sausage shape. Sometimes, however, our bears demand paws with
thumbs or bigger feet with toes, perhaps flat feet so that they can stand or even boots
for the colder weather. We like to keep them happy!

Feet with toes

1coloured
Wrap each foot and ankle with
coarse wool. Starting at the
1

Use a wooden barbecue stick to shape
a sausage of wool, as for a basic leg.
Needle the sausage firmly down to the
ankle, leaving loose fibres at the end.

ankle, work your way down and along the
foot, needling until the coloured wool is
firm and secure.

2foamStand
the sausage upright on your
3 Add more wool for the foot and
pad with the loose fibres splayed at
needle round the edge of the foot with
the bottom.

the needle angled towards the centre.

1cm (½in). Needle it until it shrinks to approximately 20 x 4cm
(8 x 1½in).

4

Paws with thumbs

7(8 x Cut
the panel down the middle to create two long 20 x 2cm
¾in) strips. Trim to neaten the edges if necessary.
8 Needle one of the strips with yellow spots for the flowers and
needle green leaf shapes in between.
9and,Place
the two strips together with the decorated strip on top
starting at the back of the bear, needle the long edge of the

Standing feet
If you would like your bear to stand
up, follow steps 1–3 for making
feet with toes above, but make the
sausage shapes slightly thicker, as
these legs will be supporting your
bear when it is standing. Then follow
steps 1 and 2 here.

I used woven wheel stitch to create
roses (below left) and herringbone
stitch (below right) to link different
pieces of fabric together.

Now and again our teddy friends want to hold something in their paws, so we have
helped them by making flattened paws with thumbs. Whether it be a paintbrush, a
snowball, a balloon or even a magic staff, the larger paws are very popular with
the bears.

5the legTurnhangs
the foot over and place it so that
6bottom
Continue needling the top, edge and
down the side of the foam
of the foot until you are satisfied
pad. Needle the sole of the foot.

create a warm woolly cuff for your
bear’s boot.

You can make the cover as detailed as you like. I wanted to produce a rich-looking cover so I have overlapped
the stitching, used vibrant thread colours embellished the cover with beads.

6on theTo foam
create the tutu, first cover a 26 x 6cm (10¼ x 2¼in) area
pad with white coarse wool to a depth of about
Needle the whole of the upper foot
until the wool starts to bind together and
shrink to a flattened oval shape.

2between
Roll some contrasting coarse wool
the palms of your hands to

3

Needle the cosy
trim round the top of the
boot – perfect for cold
weather bears.

with the foot shape. Repeatedly needle
two indented lines into the foot to create
the three toes.

Pici vollupta aspedi corecto eat excepero es volorum ad quid ut pa dolest, ut poruntur?
Ic totasime laborem alitae. Erum fugia si qui cus excerit re volore, officiu santio. Sapidus aut
occupiduciae nobitiunto quia eosant et ulpa solestrum harum qui necatur? Aqui accullatur
simod magnim enisci blacestet eatiatem nonempo restemodia nature dolorem dolupta
tibusandit hilla voluptas mincill eseque veliqui cus rerum voloriaerem verciis estrum que
cuptiosti core veliquis essit utem quid maximag natestint voluptiorest mossit asperem aut
essequam harum assitas a nonectecte vita volorerum quiate qui volo temodi nisimus errovitio
mi, et, tem cumet doluptae

strips into the bear’s waist. Gather the strips as you work. Needle
the top of the strips and underneath to get a good secure fixing.

10

Trim the ends of the strips so that they overlap slightly and

2theNeedle
of the shoe
flat. tutu.
1timeAddneedle
some wool
for the
foot, butneedle
this
then
gently
join the
at bottom
the back
of the
it into a shoe shape.

2with Lay
the sausage flat on the foam pad
3 Needle a small sausage on your foam
1bear,Needle
a sausage arm as for the basic
the loose ends trailing and add a ball
pad for the thumb leaving loose fibres at
leaving loose fibres at one end.
of wool. Needle it to a flat disc shape.

20

one end, and then needle it to the side of
the disc.

103

21

Also by the authors:

Also by the author:

11secure.
Wrap each foot with white coarse wool and needle to
Needle a strand of white Merino wool to one side of the

Stitched Memories 9781782215653

Needle Felting for Beginners 9781782217343

ballet shoe. Wrap it round the back of the leg and needle it to
the other side to secure. Repeat for the other shoe.

12

Decorate each shoe with a yellow flower and leaves
and then join the legs to the body using the jointing technique
shown on pages 26–27.

13

Needle a white coarse wool band round
the bear’s head and then needle yellow flowers
and green leaves onto the band.

16

72

The world's finest art and craft books
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Knits
from Northern Lands
20 projects inspired by traditional knitting techniques from the Scottish Isles to Scandinavia

30th September 2021 • 9781800920286 • £12.99
Paperback • 222 x 222 mm • 144 pages • World English langauge rights excluding New Zeland and Australia

30th September 2021 • 9781782219637 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 230 x 180 mm • 128 pages • World English langauge rights excluding North America

Lesley Stanfield

Jenny Fennell

A fabulous collection of beautiful blooms
for embellishing garments, accessories and
homewares.

A collection of 20 sumptuously beautiful,
contemporary projects, based on traditional
knitting styles and techniques from the
Scottish Isles and Scandinavia.

» 100 gorgeous embellishments to
make, including flowers, leaves, shells,
toadstools, fruit, vegetables and more!

» Projects include garments, homeware and
accessories
» Includes Fair Isle and Scandinavianinspired colourwork designs, as well as
beautiful cable patterns and textured knits

» Each design has a chart as well as full
written instructions
» Includes small projects to show how to
use the designs as embellishments, place
settings and summer shoes

» Each project contains a step-by-step
pattern, an introduction to the history of
the technique, and photographs of the
finished item.

» New edition of the best-selling book
which has sold over 130,000 copies.

Having studied Fashion Design and Textile
Studies, and Sewing and Dressmaking, Jenny
Fennell uses this knowledge to craft knitted
garments of all kinds. Inspired by folklore tales
and Celtic history, Jenny is determined to
create pieces that can tell a story, withstand
generations and can be passed on to loved
ones to be cherished once more.

Lesley Stanfield has written many bestselling books for Search Press including 75
Birds, Butterflies & Beautiful Beasties to Knit
& Crochet, 200 Fun Things to Crochet, 200
Fun Things to Knit, 75 Knitted Floral Blocks
and The Encyclopedia of Knitting Techniques.
T-19052326 HH-239818(1) UK_Flowers_INS r1.pdf #Pg.2
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LEAVES
From the oak to the citrus, and the ginkgo to the ivy,
leaves can be just as interesting as flowers in their
shape and design – and they needn’t always be bright
green. The crochet oak leaf (77) is in two autumnal
shades, and the knitted one (22) is in three. With the
exception of the holly, most of these leaves could be
striped or variegated.

90 HOLLY

Lace of Unst
Bookmark

11 ACORN
87 TULIP TREE LEAF

The Shetland Islands are a cluster of about 100 islands between Scotland
and Norway, some with knitting traditions specific to each island. Fair Isle
to the South is known for its intricate colourwork knitting, while the northern
isle of Unst is known for fine lacework. This quick-knit bookmark acts as
a perfect practice run for lace knitting.

22 OAK LEAF

52 CLOVER LEAF

86 ACORN

79 IV Y LEAF

77 OAK LEAF

80 FERN LEAF

21 CITRUS LEAF

76 IRISH LEAF

Knitting & Crochet

Knitting & Crochet

100
Flowers to Knit & Crochet
A collection of beautiful blooms for embellishing clothes, accessories, cushions and throws

SKILL LEVEL

7 LARGE LEAF

5cm (2in) wide

TE N SIO N

10 SMALL LEAF

• 25 sts and 32 rows = 10cm (4in) in stocking st
N E E D LE S

78 GINKGO LEAF

18.5cm (7¼in) long

• 3.25mm (UK 10, US 3)
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain the
correct tension.
YARN

• 2-ply weight
Shown in: Jamieson & Smith 2-ply Jumper Weight
(100% Shetland wool; 115m [125yd]/ 25g [.88oz]);
#202 Stone, 1 ball
10189mFKC 042-045.indd 42

10/29/08 1:03:43 PM

10189mFKC 042-045.indd 43

10/29/08 1:03:55 PM

N O TIO N S
FKC 042-045_UKDUAL.indd 42

17/05/2019 12:39

FKC 042-045_UKDUAL.indd 43

• Tapestry needle

17/05/2019 12:39

10189mFKC Prelims 001-007.indd 2
T-19052326
HH-239818(1) UK_Flowers_INS r1.pdf #Pg.108
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Related titles:

Also by the author:
200 Fun Things to Crochet 9781782215219
200 Fun Things to Knit 9781782215202
Birds, Butterflies & Little Beasts to Knit &
Crochet 9781782219507
The Encyclopedia of Knitting Techniques 9781782216445
The Knitter’s Stitch Collection 9781782219880
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Arne & Carlos Knitting Scandinavian Style 9781782211549
Cable Knits from Nordic Lands 9781782218142
Fair Isle Knitting 9781782215806
Head-to-Toe Winter Knits 9781782216087
Knitted Socks from Finland 9781782219835
Nordic Knits for Children 9781782218203
Traditional Dutch Ganseys for Children 9781782217527
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Heather Lodinsky

Knitting & Crochet

Knitting & Crochet

The
Block Collection
150 inspiring stash-busting shapes to knit and crochet

The
Knitter’s Stitch Collection
A creative guide to the 300 knitting stitches you really need to know
Lesley Stanfield & Melody Griffiths

31st October 2021 • 9781782219873 • £10.99 / AUD $29.99
Paperback • 222 x 222 mm • 144 pages • World English language rights

A fabulous collection of 300 stitches and
timeless classics to knit.

The

» Includes geometric and circular shapes
Knitter’s Stitch
along with asymmetrical motifs such
as
Collection
A creative guide to the
300 knitting
shells, stars and hearts
Heather

The
» Motifs include colourwork and texture to

stitches you really need to know

Lodinsky

BLOCK
•

An invaluable resource of original stitch
patterns, this collection is for newcomers,
designers and knitters of all abilities. Instead
of being merely a round-up of familiar
stitches, this is a visual feast of new material
put together by two author-designers with a
wide experience of hand knitting.

create dimension as well as interesting
outline shapes
•

Organized for easy access, the stitches are
grouped into knit and purl textures and ribs,
twist stitches, cables, lace, bobbles, stranded
and intarsia designs, and unusual techniques
– including rarities like entrelac and doublesided fabric – such as letters and numbers.

COLLECTION
150
•

With clear instructions and easy-to-read
charts provided, The Knitter’s Stitch Collection
is a must-have for any knitter.

» Re-issue of 150 Blocks to Knit & Crochet
which sold over 10,000 copies.

» Written by expert knitting designers
Lesley Stanfield and Melody Griffiths

The

» Includes an inspiring gallery of ideas and
a useful techniques section

Knitter’s Stitch

» A useful fold-out flap contains knitting
abbreviations and a needle size
conversion chart

Collection

A creative guide to the 300 knitting stitches you really need to know
Lesley Stanfield & Melody Griffiths

» Reissue of a popular book.

Lesley Stanfield &
Melody Griffiths

» Finishing techniques are explained clearly
and simply to make projects that can
become future heirlooms

The Knitter’s Stitch Collection

150 flexible knitted and crocheted motifs to
mix and match to make beautiful afghans,
blankets and throws.

31st October 2021 • 9781782219880 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 246 x 190 mm • 208 pages • World English language rights

Previously published as:

Knitter’s
The world’s finest art and craft books
Heather Lodinsky
has been
a professional Knitter’s
Stitch
Stitch
Inspiring
Stash-Busting
www.searchpress.com
knitting and crochet designer for over 15
•
Shapes
to
Knit
and
Crochet
K • itter’s
Kni
years. Her designs have appeared inStitch
many
itcollection
knitting and crochet magazines. Heather
is a
freelance designer for major yarn companies.
ST
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A

ELESS CL

A

A CREATIVE GUIDE
TO THE 300 KNITTING
STITCHES YOU REALLY
NEED TO KNOW

ISBN: 978-1-84448-532-1

With nine colour-themed sections organised
for easy access, the stitches are graded
by difficulty and sorted into knit and purl
textures and ribs, twist stitches, cables,
lace, bobbles, stranded and intarsia
designs, unusual techniques — including
rarities like entrelac and double-sided
fabric – and letters and numbers, this book
is a must-have for any knitter.
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www.searchpress.com

ISBN 978-1-78221-988-0

ND

9 781844 485321
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HA

£14.99

ISBN 978-1-84448-532-1

UK £12.99/US $19.95/CAN $23.95

NEW STIT

D

CH

● With clear and concise instructions and easy-to-read charts provided,
The Knitter’s Stitch Collection is a must-have for any knitter.

ES•

● Organised for easy access, the stitches are grouped into knit and
purl textures and ribs, twist stitches, cables, lace, bobbles, stranded
and intarsia designs, unusual techniques – including rarities like
entrelac and double-sided fabric – letters and numbers.

An invaluable resource of original stitch
patterns, this collection is for knitters of all
abilities. In a crowded market, The Knitterʼs
Stitch Collection is a standout resource
because its two uniquely qualified knit-stitch
designers have put their heads together
to create a collection of never-before-seen
stitches. Anyone looking for a classic stitch
won’t be disappointed but the best of this
book is the scores of freshly minted stitches
that won’t be found in any other collection.

T

UNUSUAL

•

•

collection

THE

CH

TWISTS

Melody Griffiths

BOBBLES

THE

Lesley Stanfield and Melody Griffiths

THE

A creative guide to the
300 knitting stitches you
really need to know:
brand new stitches and
timeless classics

● An invaluable resource of original stitch patterns, this collection
is for newcomers, designers and knitters of all abilities. Instead of
being merely a round-up of familiar stitches, this is a visual feast
of new material put together by two author-designers with a wide
experience of hand knitting.

R

LETTERS

•

•

collection

ICS

KNIT & PURL
FAIR ISLE

SS

CABLE

Lesley Stanfield &

The authors
Lesley Staneld and Melody Grifths have
been knitting editors of several magazines and
contributed to even more. Both have written
several books on knitting and crochet, including
Lesley’s 100 Flowers to Knit & Crochet and
Knitted Edgings & Trims; and Melody’s
Crocheted Throws and Wraps. Together they
collaborated on The Encyclopedia of Knitting
which has sold 100,000 copies worldwide.

LACE

•

All of the stitch abbreviations and chart
symbols are clearly explained and easily
accessible. Specific symbols and useful
notes are given alongside the relevant
charts and patterns, while a handy foldout flap contains all the common stitch
abbreviations used in the book for an
at-a-glance reference.

Knitter’s Stitch Collection

written instructions are represented with
simple graphic charts unless additional
row-by-row instructions are needed for
clarity. The charts are printed in black and
white so you can photocopy or scan them
to enlarge them (particularly useful if you
have poor eyesight or are working in a
badly lit space; or if you are knitting onthe-go – at a group or class).

•

THE

Continues from front flap

5 1 9 9 5>

Each chapter has an introductory section
containing simple designs for beginners,
including both row-by-row written
instructions and easy-to-read charts,
allowing the reader to get used to using the
standard charts given for more complex
or larger repeat panels. As the stitches
become more complex, overly involved

Continues on back flap

9 781782 219880

353351_COV_208pp-15spine-KNITTERS-STITCH-COLLECTION_UK.indd All Pages
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THE PATTE R N S

5

CIR CLES

6

C O L OUR S W I R L B L OCK

NOTE

Place working loops not in use onto a splitring marker or safety pin.

Foundation chain: Using A, ch 2.
Round 1: Insert hook into second ch from hook
[1 dc, 1 htr, 2 tr], remove hook from loop A, join
B with dc in same ch, [1 htr, 2 tr] in same ch,
remove hook from loop B, join C with dc in same
ch, [1 htr, 2 tr] in same ch, remove hook from
loop C, gently tighten chain into which sts have
been worked. (4 sts each of A, B and C)

Round 2: Using A, *2 tr in next 4 sts, remove
hook from loop A; rep from * with colours B
and C. (8 sts each with A, B and C)
Round 3: Using A, *[2 tr in next st, tr in next st]
4 times, remove hook from loop A; rep from *
with colours B and C. (12 sts each with A, B
and C)
Round 4: Using A, *[2 tr in next st, 1 tr in next
2 sts] 4 times, remove hook from loop A; rep
from * with colours B and C. (16 sts each with
A, B and C)
Round 5: Using A, *[2 tr in next st, 1 tr in next
3 sts] 4 times, remove hook from loop A; rep
from * with colours B and C. (20 sts each with
A, B and C)

Round 6: Using A, *[2 tr in next st, 1 tr in next
4 sts] 4 times, remove hook from loop A; rep
from * with colours B and C. (24 sts each with
A, B and C)
Round 7: Using A, *[2 tr in next st, 1 tr in next
5 sts] 4 times remove hook from loop A; rep
from * with colours B and C. (28 sts each with
A, B and C)
Round 8: Using A, *1 htr in next st, 1 dc in next
st, ss in next st, fasten off remove hook from loop
A; rep from * with colours B and C.
Fasten off.

7

G E O ME T R I C W H E E L

Foundation ring: Ch 10, join with
ss to form a ring.
Round 1: Ch 3 (counts as first tr),
work 29 tr into ring, join with ss
to top of beg ch-3. (30 tr)
Round 2: Ch 6 (counts as first tr
and ch 3), skip next 2 tr, [1 tr into
next tr, ch 3, skip next 2 tr] 9 times,
join with ss to third ch of beg ch-6.
Round 3: Ch 3 (counts as first tr),
2 tr into the base of ch-3, ch 3,

[3 tr into next tr, ch 3] 9 times,
join with ss to top of beg ch-3.
Round 4: Ch 3 (counts as first tr),
1 tr into each of next 2 tr, ch 4,
[1 tr into each of next 3 tr, ch 4]
9 times, join with ss to top of ch-3.
Round 5: Ch 2, (counts as first htr),
1 htr in each tr and ch to the end
of round, join with ss to beg ch-2.
Fasten off.

5
4
3

8
7

2

6

23

A READER’S DIGEST BOOK
Copyright © 2010 Quarto Inc.

| THE STITCH COLLECTION

Stitch 074

Stitch 075

Woven cable

SPECIAL ABBREVIATION

FPtr (Front Post treble crochet): Yrh, insert hook from front to back
to front around post of indicated stitch; yrh and draw up loop, [yrh and
draw up through 2 loops on hook] twice.
Foundation ring: Using A, ch 4, join
with ss to form a ring.
Round 1 (RS): Ch 3 (counts as first
tr), 11 tr into ring, join with ss in top
of beg ch-3. (12 tr) Fasten off A. Join
B with ss in any tr.
Round 2: Ch 3 (counts as first tr),
1 tr into base of ch-3, 2 tr in each st
to end of round, join with ss in top
of beg ch-3. (24 sts)
Round 3: Ch 3 (counts as first tr),
1 tr into base of ch-3, ch 1, skip
next st, *2 tr in next st, ch 1, skip

27/04/2021 11:42

52

T R I - C O L O U R ME DA L L I O N

Waves and chain

LEvEL 1

This six-stitch cable
cross is simple enough,
but the broken band of
reverse stockinette
stitch creates an
interesting illusion.

next st; rep from * 10 times more,
join with ss in top of beg ch-3.
(12 ch-1 sp and 24 tr)
Fasten off B. Join C.
Round 4: Ch 2, 2 dc in next tr,
working in front of next ch-1 sp
FPtr around skipped st in 2 rounds
below, *1 dc in next tr, 2 dc in next
tr, working in front of next ch-1 sp
FPtr around skipped st in 2 rounds
below; rep from * 10 times more,
join with ss in beg ch-2.
Fasten off.

8

4

8

1

7

6

Multiple of 8 sts plus 2

5

1

3

1

Waves: panel
of 4 sts

A
B
C

2

Chain: panel
of 8 sts

Waves: panel
of 4 sts

1

A
B
C

Stitch 076

8

Colours:

Colour:

8

Unlike familiar
honeycomb stitch
formed entirely
with four-stitch cable
crosses, this version
has additional twostitch crosses for a
more dimpled effect.

Same-block tessellation: 5

Large

12

Small

8
6
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Related titles:

Diagonals and staghorn

LEvEL 1

Basic two-over-two
cables are used in this
interesting variation on
the classic rope design.

9

12

7

10

5

8

3

6

1

4

11
9
7

LEvEL 1

Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data:
Stanfield,
AlthoughLesley.
they consist
The
essential
stitchthese
collection : a creative guide to the 300 stitches
of only
six rows,
every
really
needs to know / Lesley Stanfield & Melody
gentlyknitter
sloping
cables
Griffiths.
look quite complex. This
p. cm.
is the
result of repeating
Includes
the
sameindex.
cable crosses
ISBN
978-1-60652-043-7
(North American Edition)
at
regular
intervals.
ISBN 978-1-60652-183-0 (International Edition)
1. Knitting. I. Griffiths, Melody. II. Title.
TT820.S79546 2010
746.43’2--dc22
2009047907
We are committed to both the quality of our products and the
service we provide to our customers. We value your comments,
so please feel free to contact us.

5

The Reader’s Digest Association, Inc.
Adult Trade Publishing
5
Reader’s Digest Road
3
Pleasantville, NY 10570-7000

3

2

Multiple of 8 sts

1

6

Panel of 16 sts

4
2

20 to Crochet: Crocheted Granny Squares 9781844488193
100 Bright & Colourful Granny Squares to Mix &
Match 9781844488995
Block by Block Crochet 9781782219255
Learn to Knit Block by Block 9781782212744

This book is a valuable reference for knitters,
crocheters and all who would like to learn new
techniques. As a knitting and crochet teacher,
I have chosen blocks from beginner to advanced,
with a variety made either in the round, sideto-side, from the inside or outside, and top to
The
world's
finest
craft
bottom.
There
is something
hereart
for and
everyone!

1

Diagonals:
panel of 8 sts
52–53 Basic symbols
k on RS, p on WS

p on RS, k on WS

c2b

c2f

c4b

Also by the authors:

c4f

c4bp

c4fp

c6b

note to our readers
Diagonals:
The editors whopanel
produced
of 8 sts this book have attempted to make
the contents as accurate and correct as possible. Illustrations,
photographs, and text have been carefully checked. All instructions
should be reviewed and understood by the reader before
undertaking any project.

Staghorn: panel of 16 sts

For more Reader’s Digest products and information,
visit our website:
www.rd.com (in the United States)
www.readersdigest.ca (in Canada)
www.readersdigest.com.au (in Australia)
www.readersdigest.co.nz (in New Zealand)
www.rdasia.com (in Asia)
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Introduction
About this book

the stitch Collection
Knit and purl
Twists
Cables
Lace
Bobbles and leaves
Stranded and intarsia
Unusual stitches
Letters/Numbers

Knit Know-how
Using the stitches
Gallery of ideas
Essential techniques
Reading the charts
Abbreviations and symbols
Index
Credits

100 Flowers to Knit and Crochet 9781800920286
200 Fun Things to Crochet 9781782215219
200 Fun Things to Knit 9781782215202
Birds, Butterflies & Little Beasts to Knit &
Crochet 9781782219507
The Encyclopedia of Knitting Techniques 9781782216445
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Stitch 079

Rope and hoop

11

10

for more years than I
have always thought

LEvEL 1

A

Large

t items are great ‘takethey are worked in smaller
ll of fun and interesting
orked together into larger
ne’ on their own.

Stitch 077

Double honeycomb

7

6
for reader’s diGest
5
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3
2
Canadian Project Editor Jesse
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1
Cover and Project Designer Jennifer Tokarski
Senior Art Director George McKeon
Multiple of 8 sts plus 6
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President and Publisher, Trade Publishing Harold Clarke
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Colours:
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Cables |

All rights reserved. Unauthorized reproduction,
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LEvEL 1

5

4
3

Cracker checks

LEvEL 1

This is a simple
combination of fourstitch cables; single
crossings form waves
and side-by-side
crossings form the
central chain.

7

6

1

Stitch 078

books

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Josefine Bjørn Knudsen

31st January 2022 • 9781800920118 • £7.99 / AUD $24.99
Hardback • 180 x 180 mm • 48 pages • World English language rights

Knitted
Socks from Finland
20 Nordic designs for all year round
Niina Laitinen

31st January 2022 • 9781782219835 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 176 pages • World English language rights

Make lots of cute and quirky farmyard
animals and accessories using easy-tofollow patterns.

20 beautifully designed sock patterns for
experienced knitters themed on the four
seasons.

» The projects are small and quick to make

» Designs include cables, lace and
colourwork

» Includes a lovely range of animals, fruit,
vegetables and other farmyard items

Knitting & Crochet

Knitting & Crochet

Amigurumi
Farmyard
Over 20 cute crochet patterns to make your own mini farm!

» Socks for all seasons of the year, including
ankle socks and knee-length socks

» The animals and accessories make great
gifts for children

» Includes full charts for all patterns.

» Great for using up oddments of yarn.
Josefine Bjørn Knudsen is a trained textile
designer and communicator at VIA university
college in Herning, Denmark. She also works
as a freelance crochet designer and is an
ambassador for Panduro Hobby.

Rounds 4–11: 1 dc in each st
(10 sts).
Round 12: (1 dc, 2 dc in next st) five
times (15 sts).
Round 13: 1 dc in each st (15 sts).
Fasten off.

HOOF (MAKE 4)
Round 1: with yarn D, work 5 dc in
an adjustable ring (5 sts).
Round 2: (2 dc in next st) five times
(10 sts).
Round 3: (1 dc, 2 dc in next st) five
times (15 sts).
Round 4: 1 dc in each st in bl (15 sts).
Round 5: (dc 2 tog) three times, 9 dc
(12 sts).
Round 6: (dc 2 tog) twice, 8 dc (10
sts).
Stuff with filler.
Round 7: (dc 2 tog) five times (5 sts).
Fasten off.

UDDER
Round 1: with yarn C, work 6 dc in
an adjustable ring (6 sts).
Round 2: (2 dc in next st) six times
(12 sts).
Round 3: (1 dc, 2 dc in next st) six
times (18 sts).
Round 4: (5 dc, 2 dc in next st) three
times (21 sts).
Rounds 5 and 6: 1 dc in each st (21
sts).

Round 7: (5 dc, dc 2 tog) three times
(18 sts).
Fasten off.

TEATS (MAKE 4)
Round 1: with yarn C, work 6 dc in
an adjustable ring (6 sts).
Rounds 2 and 3: 1 dc in each st (6
sts).
Fasten off.
Sew the four teats in place under the

udder.

LARGE SPOT
Round 1: with yarn B, work 6 dc in
an adjustable ring (6 sts).
Round 2: (2 dc in next st) six times
(12 sts).
Round 3: (1 dc, 2 dc in next st) six
times (18 sts).
Round 4: (2 dc, 2 dc in next st) six
times (24 sts).
Round 5: (3 dc, 2 dc in next st) six
times (30 sts).
Round 6: (1 dc, 2 htr, 1 tr, 2 tr in
next st, 1 tr, 2 htr, 1 dc, 2 dc in next st,
4 dc, 2 dc in next st) twice (36 sts).
Round 7: (5 dc, 2 dc in next st) six
times (42 sts).
Round 8: 4 dc, 2 htr, 2 tr in next st,
2 htr, 4 dc, 2 dc in next st, (4 dc, 1 htr,
skip 1 st, 5 tr in next st, skip 1 st, 1 htr,
4 dc) twice, 2 dc (48 sts).
Fasten off.

MEDIUM SPOT (MAKE 2)

ASSEMBLING

Round 1: with yarn B, work 6 dc in
an adjustable ring (6 sts).
Round 2: (2 dc in next st) six times
(12 sts).
Round 3: (1 dc, 2 dc in next st) six
times (18 sts).
Round 4: skip 1 st, (2 htr, 1 tr, 2 htr)
in next st, skip 1 st 2 dc, 2 dc in next
st, 2 htr in next st, 2 tr in next st, 2 htr in
next st, 2 dc in next st, (3 dc, 2 dc in
next st) twice (27 sts).
Fasten off.

Sew the ears in place on either side of
the head. Sew the neck to the body:
in front along round 1 and at the back
along round 12. Sew the head to the
neck (stuff with filler before completely
closing the seam).
Cut four pieces of wire (7cm/2¾in)
and then cut off 1.5cm (½in) of the
coating. Insert the wire into the legs.
If desired, stuff the upper part, then
sew on the hoof. Insert the extra wire

Niina Laitinen is one of the most popular
knitting designers in Finland. Her first book
was published in 2018, and she has written
four in total, all of which have been translated
into different languages. She is completely
self-taught.

protruding from the legs in the body and
sew the legs in place.
Stuff the udder with filler and sew in
place between the hind legs. Sew the
spots in place around the body.
Embroider two nostrils on the
muzzle in black.
Sew the tail in place.

Fleeting moment

SMALL SPOT (MAKE 2)
Round 1: with yarn B, work 6 dc in
an adjustable ring (6 sts).
Round 2: (2 dc in next st) six times
(12 sts).
Round 3: [2 dc, (2 htr, 1 tr, 2 htr) in
next st] three times, 3 dc (24 sts).
Fasten off.

The first rays of sunlight tentatively emerging after the dark
Finnish winter melt everyone’s hearts. When you smile and
the sun smiles back, you can sense all the joy and happiness
that spring brings with it. In these socks, your face lights up as
sunshine returns and you stop for a fleeting moment and watch
the natural world springing back into life.

TAIL
Round 1: with yarn A, work 4 dc in
an adjustable ring (4 sts).
Rounds 2–5: 1 dc in each st (4 sts).
Round 6: (1 dc, 2 dc in next st) twice
(6 sts).
Rounds 7 and 8: 1 dc in each st (6
sts).
Round 9: (2 dc, 2 dc in next st) twice
(8 sts).
Fasten off.

B E F O R E Y O U S TA R T
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The right and left socks are mirror images of
each other. Use charts A right and B right for the
right sock and charts A left and B left for the left
sock. Otherwise the instructions are the same for
both socks.
In the charts for the leg, needles 1 and 2 form
the front of the sock and needles 3 and 4 form the
back of the sock and the heel. After the heel, the
needle numbering changes and needles 1 and 4 are
used for the sole of the sock and needles 2 and 3
for the top.

S I Z E : 39

19

YAR N : Novita Nalle, shade 285 Saffron
AMOUN T: 1 ball
DOUBLE -POI N TE D N E E DLE S : 3mm

(UK 11, US 2/3)

Related titles:

TE N S I ON : 23 sts and 28 rows/10cm (4in)

20 to Crochet: Tiny Toys to Crochet 9781782218586
Crochet Little Heroes 9781782219521
Cuddly Animals to Crochet 9781782215776
Cute Amigurumi Animals 9781782217404
Mini Amigurumi Animals 9781782219163
Pocket Amigurumi 9781782215462
Stylish Succulents to Crochet 9781782219019
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Related titles:
Arne & Carlos Knitting Scandinavian Style 9781782211549
Fair Isle Knitting 9781782215806
Knits from Northern Lands 9781782219637
Portuguese Knitting 9781782217213

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Lynne Watterson

31st January 2022 • 9781782219842 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 254 x 215 mm • 144 pages • World English language rights

Colour
Demystified
A complete guide to mixing and using watercolours
Julie Collins

31st August 2021 • 9781782217978 • £15.99 / AUD $42.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 160 pages • All rights free

A structured cable knitting course from the
basics to the complex to make fabulous
projects.

Unravel the mysteries of colour and learn
how to be more confident with your
watercolour choices.

» Suitable for beginners to more
experienced knitters

» A highly visual, practical guide to
colour mixing, colour theory and colour
relationships

» Step-by-step instructions on how to work
the basic techniques required to knit a
range of exciting cables

Art: Watercolours

Knitting & Crochet

The
Very Easy Guide to Cable Knitting
Step-by-step techniques, easy-to-follow stitch patterns and projects to get you started

» Encourages readers to experiment and
develop their own ways of working
with colour

» Stitch patterns features clear instructions
both written and in chart form

» Julie Collins’ Colour Mixing Guides
series has sold over 20,000 copies
since publication.

» Each chapter includes simple, stylish
projects demonstrating ways to use the
cable textures.

Julie Collins studied Fine Art at the University
of Reading and has been an artist, writer
and teacher since then. She has written a
number of colour mixing guides and artists’
problem-solving books and also writes for The
Artist magazine. She works from her studio
in Hampshire, UK, where she explores her
passion for painting, drawing and crafts.

Lynne Watterson has been knitting and
designing for as long as she can remember.
She is now one of the most experienced craft
editors in the business, having edited many
craft magazines, as well as being a regular
contributor to many publications.
COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS

PAINTING ‘STILL LIFE’

Complementary colours are found opposite each other on the colour wheel. They are
highly contrasting colours, such as red and green, and when placed next to each other,
they will appear very bright and intense and enhance the brilliance of one another.
The colour chart below shows the primary, secondary and tertiary colours – a triangle
links together the three primary colours and the dashed lines indicate the pairs of
complementary colours that are also featured on the opposite page.
Any pair of complementary colours will comprise all three primaries. For example,
the complementary colour of red is green, which is the mix of yellow and blue, so
the pair between them contains a complete trio of primary colours. Likewise, the
complementary colour of blue is orange, the mix of red and yellow.
In order to understand how to make successful colour mixes, you must not only
understand the structure of the colour wheel and the relationships between the
primary, secondary and tertiary colours, but also the bonds between complementary
colours. If you take the time to replicate the colour wheels and charts in this book, it
will help you greatly with your understanding of colour mixing. The primary colours in
the chart below are French Ultramarine, New Gamboge and Organic Vermilion.

The painting below is an example of the use of several
complementary pairings. The brown-orange background
complements the blue of the vase, and the yellow squares in
turn complement the blue flowers. The effect is a harmonious
colour scheme.
It is always worth spending plenty of time planning your
colours before you begin a painting. This ensures a successful
picture and has the added benefit of helping you learn which
colours work well together.

STILL LIFE

29.5 × 23cm (11 5⁄ 8 × 9 1⁄ 16in)
Painted on Saunders Waterford High White 638gsm (300lb)
Cold-pressed (Not surface) watercolour paper.

Painted on Saunders Waterford,
Bockingford High White 638gsm (300lb)
Cold-pressed (Not surface) watercolour
paper, using Daniel Smith
Extra Fine watercolours.

red (P)

24

red-violet (T)

25

red-orange (T)

violet (S)

orange (S)

yellow-orange (T)

blue-violet (T)

COMPLEMENTARY COLOUR PAIRS

blue (P)

yellow (P)

This is a very simple chart showing a different set of the basic complementary
colours featured in the colour wheel on the opposite page. I find it helpful to see
complementary colours in isolation from the wheel – the chart below may prove
useful to you when you are planning a colour scheme for a painting, as you can
see immediately which colours complement each other.

P: Primary
S: Secondary
T: Tertiary

blue-green (T)

yellow-green (T)
green (S)
Orange and blue

Related titles:
Cable Knits from Nordic Lands 9781782218142
Knitting for the Absolute Beginner 9781844488735
Head-to-Toe Winter Knits 9781782216087
The Very Easy Guide to Fair Isle Knitting 9781844488964

Red and green

Yellow and violet

Also by the author:
Colour Mixing Guide: Acrylics 9781782210559
Colour Mixing Guide: Oils 9781782210566
Colour Mixing Guide: Watercolour 9781782210542

Previously announced as February 2021
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Susie Hodge

10
Step Watercolour: Flowers & Plants
Paint 25 beautifully detailed flowers in 10 easy steps
Eleanor Longhurst

31st October 2021 • 9781800920071 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 285 x 216 mm • 128 pages • World English Language rights excluding North America

31st October 2021 • 9781800920088 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 285 x 216 mm • 128 pages • World English Language rights excluding North America

Learn how to paint beautiful flowers and
plants in watercolour using a simple 10-step
process.

Learn how to paint beautiful birds in
watercolour using a simple 10-step process.
» Brand new series which includes a
wonderful diversity of 25 birds from around
the world

» Brand new series which includes 25
glorious flowers and plants to choose
from, with five super-easy starter projects,
15 standard projects, and five advanced
level projects

» Arranged in three chapters based on skill
level it teaches via a ten-step process that
couldn’t be easier for the reader

» Arranged in three chapters based on skill
level it teaches via a ten-step process that
couldn’t be easier for the reader

STEP
WAT E R C O L O U R

» Paint swatches for every bird, show you the
colours you need to mix for each step.

»

BIRDS

10 S T E P
Provides
colour swatches,
techniques
WAT
ERCO
L O Uand
R
tips.

P L A N T S AND
FLOWERS

Eleanor Longhurst is a Bristol-based illustrator
specializing in flowers and woodland animals.
She opened her business, Little Paisley
Designs, in 2014 after graduating from London’s
Winchester School of Art to create a range of
items featuring her prints and illustrations.
GET TING STARTED

Art: Watercolours

Art: Watercolours

10
Step Watercolour: Birds
Paint 25 exquisitely detailed birds in 10 easy steps

Eleanor Longhurst is a Bristol-based illustrator
specializing in flowers and woodland animals.
She opened her business, Little Paisley
Designs, in 2014 after graduating from London’s
Winchester School of Art to create a range of
items featuring her prints and illustrations.
GET TING STARTED

ROCKHOPPER PENGUIN

BUNNY EARS CACTUS

Use a paper towel to blot out different sections to
make lighter or darker patches easily! This is a quick
way to create tone without adding more paint.

2 Chinese White,
Payne’s Gray, Ivory Black

2 Aureolin, Winsor Orange,
Burnt Umber

6

6

SECOND WASH

LIGHTEST MARKINGS

Mix a very pale grey by adding tiny amounts of Payne’s
gray and ivory black to Chinese white, and using lots of water.
Paint a thin layer of this colour over the inner sections of the
flippers. Use the same colour over the belly, starting with a more
concentrated mix above the feet and around the edges. Use
water to blend these in over the belly.

0 Ivory Black

FINER DETAILS

Add more water to the talon mix. Paint a thin outline around
the webbed toes and add markings on top of the feet. Add a lot
more water to the talon colour and paint thin washes over a few
areas of the belly and flippers to create tone. Dab with a tissue
to remove any excess. Complete the next steps using very small
amounts of water: use ivory black to paint a small circle within
the eye; permanent alizarin red to paint the bottom half of the
beak and the small blank triangle; and yellow ochre, to paint thin
strokes over the yellow feathers.

0 Permanent
Alizarin Red

0 Winsor Orange,
Permanent Alizarin
Crimson, Burnt Sienna

Mix Winsor yellow with plenty of water and paint
a second wash over the top of the first. The two
will blend together to create a vibrant green.

9

9
Brush 2
Winsor Yellow

7

Mix a concentrated permanent sap green and
paint loose lines on the pale-green background,
criss-crossing around the polka dots. This will
create a shadowy effect, making the brown
dots look raised.

7

FACIAL FEATURES

Mix small amounts of Winsor orange, permanent alizarin crimson
and burnt sienna with plenty of water. Paint an oval shape for the
eye. Fill the beak with the watery mix, allowing the pigment to
collect in the indent that divides upper and lower parts and leaving
a small triangle unpainted.

CREATING SHADOW

Brush 2
Permanent Sap
Green

POLKA-DOT BASE LAYER

0 Yellow Ochre

Mix a concentrated yellow ochre to paint each of
the dots within the segments. Add more or less
water each time, to vary the tone and colour.

Brush 1
Yellow Ochre
1 Chinese White, Winsor
Red, Winsor Orange

10
FINISHING TOUCHES

8
COLOURED FEATHERS AND FEET

Use a concentrated mix of Chinese white, Winsor red and Winsor
orange to create a pink for the feet. Paint just the three toes,
then add more water to paint the webbed sections. Mix aureolin
with a little Winsor orange. With long strokes, and extending the
brush away from the head, use this to colour the bright plume of
feathers. Add a little burnt umber and paint the bird’s talons.

1 Aureolin and
Winsor Orange

Use white drawing ink to make your painting pop. Apply using
a 5/0 size brush, and paint short thin strokes all over the head
feathers and at the top of the chest where the black meets white.
Paint a thin line around the eye and beak and add short strokes
over the feet. Draw some rocks for your penguin to hop over,
using a pencil to make a series of scribbly lines and tufts of grass.

Mix permanent sap green with raw umber and
plenty of water to create an olive green. Give
each of the polka dots an outline and paint thin
borders between the different cactus segments.
34

Brush 0
Permanent Sap Green
and Raw Umber

35

Related titles:
Four-Step Watercolour 9781782218500
Watercolour with Love 9781782217381
Five-Minute Watercolour 9781782217046
10 Step Drawing: Flowers 9781782216612
10 Step Drawing: Nature 9781782218555
10 Step Watercolour: Flowers & Plants 9781800920071

26

10
WHITE HIGHLIGHTS

Add some white drawing ink highlights using a
size 2/0 brush. The light is coming from the left,
so paint a small semicircle on the left-hand side
of each polka dot. Add short squiggles down the
left-hand side of each segment.

8
POLKA-DOT TOP LAYER

The world's finest art and craft books
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Related titles:
Four-Step Watercolour 9781782218500
Watercolour with Love 9781782217381
Five-Minute Watercolour 9781782217046
10 Step Drawing: Flowers 9781782216612
10 Step Drawing: Nature 9781782218555
10 Step Watercolour: Birds 9781800920088
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Julie King, Matthew Palmer, Geoff Kersey, Grahame Booth & Stephen Coates

30th November 2021 • 9781782219828 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 192 pages • All rights free

Atmospheric
Animals in Watercolour
Painting with spirit & vitality
Jean Haines

31st January 2022 • 9781782219590 • £19.99 / AUD $49.99
Hardback • 280 x 216 mm • 160 pages • All rights free

Learn to paint colourful watercolours
using only three colours in this collection
of projects, tips and techniques from the
innovative Take Three Colours series.

The inimitable Jean Haines guides you,
step-by-step, through breathing life into
your watercolour animal paintings.

Art: Watercolours

Art: Watercolours

Take
Three Colours
25 quick and easy watercolours using 3 brushes and 3 tubes of paint

» From domestic cats and dogs to wild lions
and giraffes, Jean Haines shows how to
bring a touch of life to animal artwork

» Features work by popular, best-selling
Search Press authors Julie King, Matthew
Palmer, Grahame Booth and Stephen
Coates

» This is a hugely popular subject,
encompassing domestic and wild animals

» Each of the 25 projects can be replicated
using just three colours and three brushes

» Jean Haines is a world-renowned author
with a huge following, her previous books
have sold over 129,000 copies.

» Project themes include landscapes,
seascapes, flowers, mountains, lakes and
rivers and snow scenes

Prize-winning and inspirational watercolourist
Jean Haines is well-known for her love of
her chosen medium and the ability to instil
enthusiasm and motivation in all around her.
Having lived and travelled in many countries,
this popular international artist and teacher
has developed her skills while under the
influence of masters from many countries,
including Asia, the Middle East and Europe.

» Individual titles in the Take Three Colours
series have collectively sold more than
50,000 copies.

Down under
“Koala in one tribal language also meant ‘no water”, a pertinent name for an
animal that rarely drinks” Ann Mozley Moyal

F

ROM CHILDHOOD I ALWAYS LONGED
to see a real koala. The story behind this
longing is shared in another of my books
but since writing it I have now painted
many beautiful koala and still have that

wonderful happy feeling when I create them
in watercolour. They give the illusion of being
sleepy, cuddly creatures. Sleepy they may
be but cuddly really isn’t one of their best
attributes.

Admiring animals texture
Koala do look adorable though and there is no question that their fur is
a fascinating texture to create. And tan interesting challenge to a wildlife
artist. This is exactly what we are now looking at. Fabulous texture effects.
There are many products available now to artists that you can use to easily
gain incredible patterns in your art, even watercolour. I have painted
two koala in this chapter to show you the difference that adding texture
products to your work can make. I should explain here that I regard
myself as a purist when it comes to watercolour. I love working with
watercolour pigment alone but I am still intrigued by patterns and
experimenting. Aiming to always be on the lookout for
something new which will always be a huge part of
my daily painting routine.
First we need great subjects. Here I have a
selection of images. One is of me holding
a Koala in Australia. The brochure is of a
sanctuary I visited which really aided my
passion for these cute little beings.

F

In the simple painting below I began
with the left eye, from here I built up
the face, added the ears and body
leaving several sections to the viewer’s
imagination. We don’t need to add
every part of an animal when aiming for
atmospheric results.
When complete I added a touch
of Opera Pink to the ear exaggerating
the colour purely for effect. With
a toothbrush I splattered the fur
sections of my koala painting when
it was completely dry to intensify
the appearance of the fur. I used
Paynes Blue Grey for my first splatter
application and when this was dry I
used white gouache to splatter on top.
The combination of the two colours
splattered led to a very pleasing koala
fur pattern. But there are other ways to
create texture with watercolour.

“ A koalas eyes are in front
of its head, rather than
on the side. This helps
them judge how far away
something is – a valuable
skill when living above
ground! “ Mary King Hoff
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Simple Koala study
23 x 33cm (XX x XXin)
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Also by the author:

Related titles:
Take Three Colours: Watercolour Flowers 9781782215288
Take Three Colours: Watercolour Lakes & Rivers 9781782216971
Take Three Colours: Watercolour Landscapes 9781782212973
Take Three Colours: Watercolour Mountains 9781782216841

Atmospheric Flowers in Watercolour 9781782215455
Colour & Light in Watercolour 9781782212614
Jean Haines’ Atmospheric Watercolours 9781844486748
Jean Haines' World of Watercolour 9781782210399

Take Three Colours: Watercolour Seascapes 9781782215271

Paint Yourself Calm 9781782212829

Take Three Colours: Watercolour Snow Scenes 9781782216995

Paint Yourself Positive 9781782216537

Feline Regal”
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Watercolour Landscapes for the
Absolute Beginner

Stephen Coates

Matthew Palmer

31st January 2022 • 9781782219446 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 80 pages • All rights free

28th February 2022 • 9781782219101 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 200 pages • All rights free

The ultimate, accessible, no-nonsense
guide to painting watercolour skies.

Learn how to paint watercolour landscapes
from scratch with artist Matthew Palmer.

» An approachable guide to a subject that
artists often have difficulty with

» Features masterclasses on painting trees,
water and skies, plus six full-length stepby-step projects

» Stephen takes you through seven
common skies, ordered by difficulty: from
simple plain blue skies and white cloudy
skies to sunsets and storms

» Includes six full-size gatefold tracings for
use with the final projects
» This is a new and extended edition of
Matthew Palmer's Step-by-Step Guide to
Watercolour Painting.

» This is an essential book for novice artists
as well as the more experienced looking
to hone their landscape painting skills.

Matthew Palmer has been painting
professionally for over 20 years and specializes
in landscapes, still life and animals. He has
his own studio at his home in Derbyshire, UK
and teaches hundreds of people each week,
as well as running watercolour workshops
and holidays. He has held many exhibitions,
participates in several art shows and appears
regularly on television as well as on his own
internet-based art show.

Stephen Coates runs courses, workshops
and hosts his own amateur art groups. He
also demonstrates his skills and shares his
expertise at art societies all over England.
Stephen’s successful teaching business
inspired him to write and publish a
watercolour teaching manual. Stephen exhibits
at a variety of art shows and loves to share his
experiences with people.
TECHNIQUE 1:

TECHNIQUE 2:

CREATING CLOUDS BY LIFTING OUT
KITCHEN PAPER
I have seen many people use kitchen paper to create clouds. This
method is probably the easiest of them all, mainly because it
follows the natural sequence of events. The paper is first washed
with clear water then a graduated blue wash applied (in the same
way seen on pages 34–35). Whilst the paper is still wet, scrunch
up a piece of kitchen paper then firmly but carefully dab the sky
area with it. The kitchen paper will absorb the paint and lift it off
the page, making the process quite a simple and short task.
However, there are two issues for me with this method. Firstly,
kitchen paper lifts so much water off the paper that there is little
left to help soften the edges of the blue paint. The result is a
rather patchy and hard-edged affair. Secondly, white clouds are
rarely pure white. Often they have some areas of grey where the
clouds are a little thicker and block out some of the sunlight; or, in
the morning and evening when the sun is lower in the sky, clouds
have a slightly creamy tinge to them which always looks beautiful
in a painted sky. Neither of these additions are possible once the
water has been removed with kitchen paper.

CREATING CLOUDS WITH
NEGATIVE PAINTING
As I find the methods for lifting out unsatisfactory, I always go down the
rather more troublesome route of negative painting. This approach creates
far greater possibilities for the artist
artist, and much more satisfying results when
used for painting clouds in a blue sky. Lifting out clouds is a much more
controlled approach, whereas creating negative spaces in a single wash
introduces the idea of natural formation. It is impossible to know exactly how
it will turn out whilst the sky is being created and for me that is the exciting
part. Once the water has been given chance to do its job, the result can be
quite brilliant. Not what was intended, but brilliant! That said, equally it can
be a disaster.
You may remember from earlier that the order of play in a watercolour
painting is usually determined by the intensity of the paints themselves
because it is not possible to paint light, transparent colours over previously
painted darker ones. As the blue in a sky is darker than the clouds, this rule
has to be followed; unfortunately, this throws up a real challenge! That
challenge is known as negative painting. The clouds are not actually going to
be painted, they will simply emerge from the spaces left after the blue paint
is applied – the white of the paper will simply shine through.

Masking fluid

CLOUDY SUMMER SKY
This photograph features a really
beautiful summer sky with countless
puffs of fluffy clouds.
Unfortunately, it is absolutely
impossible to recreate this sky in
watercolours with any precision
because it is just too complicated.
Instead, through negative painting, it
will be a case of focusing on the blue
part of the sky, the shape it forms and
how the different parts link up.
One more thing to note from this
photograph is how the intensity of the
blue is much greater at the top and
fades towards the horizon.
I am going to use this photograph
as a study throughout the rest of this
chapter so that you can see how the
idea can develop and why practising
is so important.

Art: Watercolours

Art: Watercolours

The Easy Guide to Painting Skies
in Watercolour

Masking fluid in action

This is a vital part of watercolour painting. It is a liquid latex solution
that dries to a hard rubber. Masking fluid allows you to protect
areas of a painting that you want to keep white, or lighter than the
background. Watercolour artists tend not to use white paint, so it is
the white of the paper that gives you the lighter shades.
• Use a coloured masking fluid, as the colourless ones are hard to
see.

Applying masking fluid

1 Give the bottle a shake, but gently so as not
3 Paint the masking fluid on the desired

• Work for only one or two minutes before washing the masking fluid
off your brush and starting again.

4 Wash your brush thoroughly straight after

• Avoid using masking fluid on hot, sunny days, as the high
temperature can bake the fluid on.

A wet into wet sky (see page 32).

can damage the bristles. Special masking
fluid brushes are also available.

• To protect your brushes, coat the damp hairs with normal household
soap before dipping them in masking fluid. This acts as a barrier.

• Avoid leaving masking fluid on the paper for long periods, as it may
not remain removable.

This painting shows masking fluid used to protect the lighthouse, the small
building, the seagulls, the reflection of the lighthouse and the splashes
around the rocks.

to create air bubbles.

2 Use older, used brushes as masking fluid
areas and allow it to dry naturally.

use, and paint for no more than one minute
before washing the brush and starting again.

5 Paint the background, allow to dry and
then remove the masking fluid by rubbing
with your finger.

I’m not saying this isn’t a legitimate method, because I have
seen instances where it can work. However, it’s not a method I
recommend, and it is seldom used by accomplished
watercolour artists.

DRY BRUSHING

1. Masking fluid was applied to the gate and
posts, then allowed to dry.

In my view, a more favourable method of lifting out is to use a dry
brush. The usual method is to apply a wash a colour with a broad
brush then, while the paint is wet, picking up another brush that
is dry and clean to soak away some of the paint. You could always
use the same brush of course. It would just be a case of washing
out the blue paint and the giving it a squeeze. In this example I
have used a size 16 round brush, twisting and rolling to form the
shapes of streaming clouds.

2. The background was painted wet into wet
(see page 32) and allowed to dry, before soft
trees and the gate were added.

3. Once dry, I removed the masking fluid by
rubbing with my finger.
Light

Masking fluid and shadows

I don’t recommend a completely dry brush for this approach;
instead it is better to use a wet brush which has been squeezed
quite hard to leave it damp. This way, rather than removing all the
paint, the brush will partially remove the colour and leave a little
water around the edges of the clouds to achieve softer edges.

4. The white of the paper revealed beneath
makes the snow look bright and crisp in the
finished painting.

Whilst this method is better than kitchen paper, in my opinion, it
is still equally not the best approach. Neither kitchen paper or dry
brushing allow the artist to add other colours to the clouds, or
give the paints for the sky a chance to form naturally on their own.
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Masking fluid is fantastic for making
cast shadows easy to paint – yo ucan
paint right over objects, rather than
paintign round them. Here, masking
fluid was applied to the figure and
posts. Once dry, I made a note of
the direction of light, then painted in
the background, including the cast
shadows.
Once the masking fluid was
removed, I completed the scene by
painting the figure in a bright alizarin
crimson mix and used a dark grey for
the trousers and post shadows.

The finished painting.

136
1. Cast shadows

137

2. The masking fluid on
the posts breaks up the
shadows naturally.
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Also by the author:

Also by the author:

Take Three Colours 9781782219828
Take Three Colours: Watercolour Lakes &
Rivers 9781782216971
The Watercolour Enigma 9781782215615

Painting Without Paint 9781782212843
Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Animals in
Watercolour 9781782216858
Take Three Colours 9781782219828
Take Three Colours: Watercolour Mountains 9781782216841
Watercolour for the Absolute Beginner 9781844488254

Moonlight over the Lake

This night-time painting is simple and effective an
grey, the most dominant colour, is used to give a d

The finished painting.
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The wet into wet sky (see page 60) was painted wi
distant grey behind the clouds is a mix of natural
was then lifted out using a coin wrapped in kitche
was still wet I painted in the dark clouds and, once
to add the subtle highlights on the clouds. Maskin
snowy peaks, and a craft knife to scrape out the re
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Lexi Sundell

Painting
with System3
Techniques and inspiration for using acrylics and inks

31st August 2021 • 9781782219866 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 215 mm • 128 pages • World English language rights

Charles Evans

31st October 2021 • 9781782218784 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

An illustrated directory of techniques for
painting 40 popular flowers.

Charles Evans explores the potential of the
exciting, accessible System3 range of inks
and acrylics.

» Instructions for painting 40 of the most
popular and beautiful floral subjects in
acrylic

» The book features 13 step-by-step projects
from animals and birds to dramatic
seascapes and vistas

» Lots of useful techniques explained clearly
and demonstrated in easy-to-follow steps

» System3 inks and acrylics are versatile
and accessible to students and amateur
artists as well as more advanced painters

» Includes detailed information about each
flower and its unique features.

» Charles Evans is a leading ambassador
for Daler-Rowney and best-selling author
with over 105,000 copies of his books sold.

Lexi Sundell is an internationally-renowned
acrylic artist. Lexi’s dramatic acrylic floral
paintings have been chosen for prestigious
international shows such as Blossom-Art
of Flowers 2007-2009 and can be found
in private and corporate art collections
around the world. She owns the RiverStone
Gallery in Montana, USA and she enjoys
mentoring other artists to further their creative
development.
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The complete process

Titanium White
Lemon Yellow

Palette

sequence start to finish

Titanium White

Underpainting

Perinone Orange

Perinone Orange

Anthraquinoid Red

Quinacridone
Magenta

Permanent Green
Light

Carbazole Violet
Perylene Maroon
Indanthrone Blue
Green Gold

Chromium Green
Oxide

Chromium Green
Oxide

Mars Black

1

After priming the canvas and sketching the grid pattern,
paint the background. Use Perinone Orange mixed with
Carbazole Violet and varying amounts of Titanium White to
make graduated greys. This mixture is opaque and easily covers
the pencil lines.

Woodland Walk
This first project features an area of woodland where I regularly walk
my dogs. There is no pencil drawing necessary for a painting like this
– it can all be done in inks.
The System3 paper has an ideal surface for moving the inks around;
the inks are good, strong colours, which are perfect for showing
brightness and depth.

petal

Paint deep shadows in the
petals with Quinacridone
Violet. Use Quinacridone Magenta
and Titanium White for brighter
pinks. The Quinacridones are
transparent colours, so painting
the sketch with a thin coating of
white before using the colours
helps to hide the pencil lines.

Paint the shadows in
n the
petals first to establish
sh the
form of the petal. Usee the
lighter mixtures to paint
aint
into the shadows to finish
shaping the petal.

5

6

2 Quickly, with the same brush, move
the paint around into the water, creating
a very simple sky.

7

7/5/07 10:16:54
6/25/07
9:47:20 AM
AM

4 Again with the ¾in flat brush and with plenty of water on the brush,
move the inks around, shaping the foliage until you are happy with it.
Leave some fairly solid areas in the darker parts of the foliage.
5 Still with the ¾in brush, dip into a bottle of Burnt Sienna ink and
paint a few shapes in front of the main woodland for undergrowth.
6 Using the same technique of dipping in, but this time with a number
8 round brush and Yellow Ochre, paint in a little bit of foreground. This
time, leave a gap for a path. Wash the brush out well and then dip it
into a little Raw Sienna and add a few dabs of this here and there in the
foliage of the right-hand tree.
7 Once the Yellow Ochre has dried in the foreground grasses, with the
number 8 round brush, take up some Sap Green and put a few strokes
on top of the Yellow Ochre.

5
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p

Paint Perinone Orange into
the deepest shadows,
continuing to blend the colours
into the previous paint layer.
Add more highlights to increase
the contrast.
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A-Z of Flower Portraits 9781844484522
Acrylic Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217817
Kew: The Watercolour A to Z of Trees and
Foliage 9781782219200
Kew: The Watercolour Flower Painter's
A to Z 9781782216483
Use Cadmium Yellow Medium
and Perinone Orange to paint
the shadow areas. Paint
Cadmium Yellow Medium and
Nickel Titanate Yellow to
lighten the brighter areas.

3 While the sky is still wet, consider where you want the main blocks
of trees to be, and drop some blobs of Sap Green into these areas.

mid-tones of the petals to a brighter magenta.
Smudge with a damp cloth or your finger to blend
the transitions. Paint the background again, using
paint layers for rich colour.

Job:05-95994 Title:Quarto-AFP
Title:Quarto-Acrylic
Flowers
A-Z(AFP)Batch2
AFP)Batch2
Job:05-95973/95994
Painting
Acrylic
Flowers
A-Z
07-AC41853(120)
(P) page:24
page:24
06-97013(59)) #175
#175 Dtp:201(P)
Dtp: (P)

p

6

1 Prewet the sky area with the ¾in flat
brush and then, with a pipette, simply
squeeze out two or three blobs of
Ultramarine Blue.

7

5

4

2

special detail painting highlights on rolled petals

Related titles:

3

Tools Ink markers; ¾in flat wash
brush and number 8 round brush.

3

2
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UK_024-027_97013.indd
24
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YOU WILL NEED:
Materials System3 inks:
Ultramarine Blue; Sap Green; Burnt
Sienna; Yellow Ochre; Burnt Umber;
Payne’s Gray and Raw Sienna.

Support System3 paper,
30cm × 20cm (12 × 77 ⁄8in).

1

4

2

Green Gold

Quinacridone Violet

25

4

3

Raw Umber

Raw Umber

Painting a Flower
bud

areas within them. Make sure that the
Developing form and colour
he
brightly lit areas do have significantly
ly
Using a pencil, sketch out the
Paint the background shadows
flowers and foliage. Paint the
again with the previous mixture.
lighter highlights. Begin adding littlee
background shadows a mixture of
Subtly indicate deeply hidden leaves in
touches to complete the painting, such
uch
Chromium Green Oxide, Raw Umber
those shadows. Refine the shadows and
as painting Anthraquinoid Red deep in
and a tiny amount of Mars Black. Use a
highlights in the leaves and stems with
the throat of the petals. Mix it with
mixture of Green Gold, Permanent
the green mixtures from the previous
Perinone Orange and paint the
M ChromiumGreen
Mix
Green Oxide, Raw Umber
and Carefully
Titanium White
in varying
Repaint the background
over veins.
the newlySmudge
created texture.
Mix Indanthrone
Green Light and Chromium
step.
blend
the darker greens
radiating
a Cadmium
m
mixtures
to paint the leaves. Mix Lemon Yellow and Yellow Ochre for the
Blue and Raw Umber with the Carbazole Violet, Perinone Orange and
Oxide with either
Titanium White for
to create natural-looking leaves.
Paint
Yellow Medium and Perinone Orangee
centre
Titanium White mixtures to give a slight bluish tint to the background. Make
cent stamens. Paint gel fairly smoothly on the petals, and more textured on
background.
dry
the lower
of the background
the darkest
part.
b UmberAllow
lighter areas or the
Raw
for todarker
the light-coloured radiating veins
in left cornermixture
over them
to soften
the look.
k.
areas, and paint the leaves and stems.
the leaves with Green Gold, Permanent
Establish the shadows, noticing the
Green Light and Titanium White.
Finishing
direction of light as you paint.
Taking care to maintain the
Paint the shadows in the petals
direction of light already
with varying mixtures of Cadmium
Mix Cadmium Yellow Medium and
established, use a small round brush to
Yellow Medium and Perinone Orange.
Perinone Orange to make a
paint Titanium White highlights on the
Use Cadmium Yellow Medium and
medium orange mixture, and paint the
edges of the petals and leaves, allowing
wing
Titanium White for highlighted areas.
petals. Paint the highlights with
spaces and breaks in the strokes for a
Do not use this lighter colour in the
Cadmium Yellow Medium and Nickel
natural look. Use these highlights
shadows. Gently blend the transitions
Titanate Yellow, delineating the
sparingly for maximum effectiveness,
s,
of colour by smudging with your finger
shadows. Paint more Perinone Orange
placing them only where the sun is
or a damp paper towel. Add more
in the throat of the flower.
directly hitting the leaves and petals.
s.
Perinone Orange to Cadmium Yellow
To paint the shadows in the centre, turn the
Medium in the more brilliant areas
flat brush sideways and use the edge for the
Using gel
of shadow.
radiating lines of shadows. Turning the brush
Texture the foliage and flowers
from flat to sideways creates a stroke tapering
to a narrow point.
with gel using a hog-bristle brush
See also
(see Using Gel on p. 22) Use the gel
Adding detail
fairly smoothly. Allow to dry.
Look at the painting and check that
Drawing, pages 14–17
the shadow areas do not have
PaintGel,
the petals
with Quinacridone
Magenta.
Using
page
22
bright highlights, but still show lighter
Use the transparency of the paint to adjust the

1

Peonies, with their brilliant colours, large heads and curving, fleshy
petals, make a wonderful subject for close-up treatment.
TheYellow
petals are
Cadmium
defined first, by painting the main blocks of darkMedium
and light, and details
are added last.

Yellow Ochre

leaf

Nasturtiums have dramatic yellow, orange and red flowers, which are both spurred and
funnel-shaped. These striking flower shapes contrast well with the flat round leaves. The
slightly curling leaves cast deep shadows, but the flowers inevitably triumph over the
darkness with their brilliant colour – a beautiful study in luminosity. Leaves and flowers
alike are edible on this plant, giving a peppery snap to salads, reminiscent of their visual
snap in the garden. The artist can enjoy painting these flowers boldly.

Nickel Titanate
Yellow
Palette

Charles Evans is one of the UK’s leading
painters. well-known from his long-running TV
series and for his art classes. Charles made
over 200 programmes on art for the Tyne Tees
television company, then for the Discovery
Channel. Charles has written several books for
Search Press, and now also represents DalerRowney as their main demonstrator.

Directory of Flowers

Tropaeolum Nasturtium

Painting a Flower

Art: Acrylics

Art: Acrylics

The
Acrylic Flower Painter’s A to Z
An illustrated directory of techniques for painting 40 popular flowers

p

Job:05-95994 Title:Quarto-AFP
Title:Quarto-Acrylic
Flowers
A-Z(AFP)Batch2
Job:05-95973/95994
Painting
Acrylic
Flowers A-Z
07-AC41853(120)
06-97013(59)) #175
#175 Dtp:201(P)
Dtp:
(P) page:25
page:25

Paint Cadmium Yellow
Medium into the blend between
shadows and highlights.
Increase the highlights and
soften the shadows using the
previous paint mixtures.

p

Also by the author:

With a small round brush,
add a few Titanium White
highlights.
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Acrylics for the Absolute Beginner 9781782213987
Charles Evans’ Pocket Book for
Watercolour Artists 9781782216377
Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Boats & Harbours in
Watercolour 9781782216285
The Paint Pad Artist: Coastal Landscapes 9781782217466

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Haidee-Jo Summers

28th February 2022 • 9781782218760 • £15.99 / AUD $42.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

Helen Kaminsky

28th February 2022 • 9781782218777 • £17.99 / AUD $47.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 176 pages • All rights free

A practical and inspirational guide to
painting outdoors with oil paints.

Push the boundaries of abstract art with
a mix of media and methods, with the
guidance of expert artist Helen Kaminsky.

» Haidee-Jo explores the appeal of working
outside with oils and the enormous
benefits it can bring in terms of personal
well-being

» Part of a new series exploring the work
of contemporary artists using new and
innovative techniques

» Includes dozens of Haidee-Jo's artworks
to provide inspiration to the reader, and
clear, step-by-step demonstrations

» Explore new ways of layering mixed media
to create eye-catching, multifaceted
abstract artworks

» Author's previous book, Vibrant Oils, sold
12,500 copies since publication in 2017.

» Ideal for artists who want to loosen up
their style and experiment with innovative
techniques.

Haidee-Jo Summers is an award-winning
artist whose work has appeared in numerous
exhibitions worldwide. Over the years she
has worked on many different subjects which
include still life, flowers, gardens, cats, interiors
and portraits as well as landscapes, but in
the last five years she has been completely
hooked on plein air painting.

Art: Oils, Pastels & Mixed Media

Art: Oils, Pastels & Mixed mEdia

Plein
Air Painting with Oils
A practical & inspirational guide to painting outdoors

The Innovative Artist:
Abstracts
and Mixed Media
Brilliant new ways with colour, texture and form

Art has always been a passion for popular
mixed media artist Helen Kaminsky and
her work has evolved through her love of
experimenting with different techniques.
She is self-taught, working intuitively and
energetically over a diverse range of subjects.

Practise seeing your subject in its essential terms
by making plenty of simplified colour studies. Using
large brushes on a small board will help you to resist
fiddling with extraneous details. Choose subjects to
paint that have plenty of interesting shapes and a
range of light and dark values. Block in just the large
colour shapes and then when you have covered every
part of the surface stop and move on to another
study. Mass values together to make larger shapes
wherever you can.
Another practice that might be of use is to take
photographs of your painting as it develops. You
can then look back on these and judge whether you
went too far. Was it a stronger painting at an earlier
stage? Did you add extra details that didn’t benefit
the painting? Did you overwork an area and lose the
contrast between dark and light value shapes? By
assessing your work in this way, you can try to avoid
making the same mistakes again.

“Paint the melon before the seeds; the dog
before the fleas.”
Sergei Bongart

Urn at Belton House

Shown on this page are an example of a subject seen
in its essential terms (top) and painted as a simplified
colour study (bottom), reduced down to its major
value and colour shapes.
In the final version of the painting, opposite, the
subject is painted with more nuance and refinement.
There are slight colour temperature shifts, reflected
light, smaller details and edge control. Crucially,
however, you can still see the strong and simple
colour/value shapes which together make the
design of the painting. A strong design gives a strong
message and leads to a painting with impact – a
concept we will return to on pages [XX–XX]. The
smaller details and refinements, are nice to have, but
that underlying design, as seen in the simplified study,
is essential.

Urn at Belton House

25.5 x 28cm (10 x 11in)

20 x 23cm (8 x 9in)

Immediately above is a simple colour/value study of the urn,
made with a large brush. There is little to no detail in this study.
The image at the top shows the study in black and white: to
demonstrate the tonal contrast.

40
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Also by the author:

In the same series:

Vibrant Oils 9781782212539
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The Innovative Artist: Drawing Dramatic
Landscapes 9781782217589

The world's finest art and craft books
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Drawing Perspective

Giovanni Civardi

Tim Fisher

31st August 2021 • 9781782218807 • £12.99 / AUD $26.99
Paperback • 218 x 152 mm • 400 pages • World English language rights

31st August 2021 • 9781782219361 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 112 pages • German, Japanese and Serbian rights sold

A comprehensive guide to drawing the
natural world – from plants and landscapes to
domestic and wild animals – by master artist
and best-selling author, Giovanni Civardi.

A comprehensive guide to mastering
perspective in your drawing.

» No-nonsense advice on the key skills for
drawing nature – from understanding
perspective to capturing light and shade

» Clear and accessible advice throughout,
and a broad range of subjects explored

» The go-to primer on perspective drawing

» Packed with helpful diagrams, examples
and exercises

» Perfect for novice and experienced artists

» Revitalized edition of the original book
from Search Press’s popular Drawing
Masterclass series.

» Subjects include favourites such as country
scenes, flowers, fruit and animals
» Bind-up of seven books from the
successful Art of Drawing series.
Giovanni Civardi is a best-selling Italian artist
and author, with over 600,000 copies of his
books sold worldwide in English alone. While
training to become a sculptor, portrait artist and
illustrator at the Free Life-Study School of the
Accademia di Brera, he also studied medicine
and surgery.
SPATIAL RECESSION AND DEPTH PERCEPTION

Tim Fisher has been drawing and painting
for as long as he can remember. He sketches
regularly, which has helped him develop some
unique insights and techniques for portraying
a subject on paper. His successful line and
wash paintings and pastels also have a strong
emphasis on drawing.

DECIDING WHAT TO
INCLUDE AND HOW
TO PLACE IT

The objects that fill our field of view may be at
varying distances but we perceive them accurately.
The same indicators that we use in perceiving these
spatial relations correctly can also help us depict them
effectively in our drawings. Some examples include:

Size

• Size – nearer objects appear larger than those in
the distance.
• Overlapping or occlusion – an object that is
partly covering or blocking another one places
the blocked object further back.
• The degree of detail used – objects closer to the
viewer are richer in features and in sharper focus
than those further away.
• Tonal intensity – tones are strong in areas closer
to the observer.

Art: Drawing & Sketching

Art: Drawing & Sketching

Drawing – A Complete Guide: Nature

TWO-POINT PERSPECTIVE

In order to depict a subject
accurately in relation to the
picture space, you should do a
few preliminary actions before
starting the drawing. For
example, you need to decide
on the framing – which part
of the environment or object
do you wish to bring into
the visual cone and into the
picture? It is also necessary to
assess the relative size of each
object or group of objects – or
at least their maximum height
and width.

CONSTRUCTING A HOUSE
When constructing a building, a good starting point is to draw the vertical edge of the
corner nearest to the eye. Then draw a horizontal line halfway down, through the vertical
line – this establishes the eyeline or horizon. Here I have decided the viewer is standing in
the street looking at the house. I choose a point one-third up from the base of the building.
I can now introduce a vanishing point. Drawn objects become more believable if the two
vanishing points are placed an uneven distance apart, with at least one placed outside the
edge of the drawing paper. It’s also useful if one vanishing point is put on the paper near to
the side that contains the most detail. For this subject I add a vanishing point on the righthand edge of the paper and then connect with two fine lines to the top and bottom of the
vertical edge (see below).

A BOX WITH TWO VANISHING POINTS
Most of the subjects we view will have at least two vanishing points. When
viewing a cube that is rotated at an angle to the picture plane, we see
two sides receding into the distance (see right). We are not looking
down on it; our eyeline runs through the centre of the cube. The top
and bottom edges appear to slope away into the distance whilst the
vertical sides remain parallel to the edge of the picture plane
(see below).
Although the cube is equal in size on all sides, perspective
makes the depth appear shorter compared to the height. This
is called foreshortening.

e

elin
Ey

Eyeline

VP1
½

Pictur
e pla

ne

Top view

Detail

Next we need to decide on the depth of the building. The end furthest from our eyes
could be placed anywhere along the eyeline to make a detached house or a long terrace
of buildings. I decide to make the length the same as the height and add the next vertical.
This building will have five windows with a door in the centre. The middle is found by
dividing the space with two diagonals running from corner to corner on the front wall.
Where these lines intersect is the centre, marked with a vertical line. I repeat this to find the
centre of the two halves just created, dividing the front wall into quarters by drawing two
more sets of crossing diagonals (see below).

Overlapping

Vanishing point 1
(VP1)

USING THE SQUARE
AS A UNIT OF
MEASUREMENT

Tonal intensity

The square, (and its threedimensional counterpart, the
cube), is a primary geometrical
form which is widely used
to facilitate the process of
assessing dimensions and
relations within complex
objects and architectural
constructions. Squares are
easy to discern in any image
or environment and they can
be used as a benchmark unit
with which to break down
the whole object into smaller
shapes, thereby making it
easier to recognize directions
and proportions both of
the whole object and of its
component parts.

Vanishing point 2
(VP2)

Front view

¼

Eyeline

If we raise our head to a higher position, with the eyeline still lined up with
the nearest corner but raised above it, the top and bottom edges start to slope
upwards and the top of the cube becomes visible. However, because the eye
position is still in line with the near edge,the depth of the cube remains the
same (see below right).

2

½

1

VP1

Top view

VP1

VP2

1

Windows are added to these positions by drawing two parallel lines down from the
guttering. These lines can then be transferred to the lower level. Remember that these
lines must be closer together as they recede into the picture. The top of the door frame
and windows are just higher than the eyeline. If they were lower, we wouldn’t fit through
the door! I add the upper windowsills in a position that looks in proportion to the rest of
the house.

Front view

41
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Also by the author:

Also by the author:
Artist's Guide to Human Anatomy 9781782217374
Drawing: A Complete Guide 9781844485086
Drawing Animals Using Grids 9781782217992
Figure Drawing: A Complete Guide 9781782212799

Beginner's Guide to Painting with Oil
Pastels 9781782215509

Previously announced as May 2021
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Dalia Sharawna

Sketching for the Absolute Beginner

31st August 2021 • 9781782219804 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 215 mm • 128 pages • World English language rights

Peter Cronin

31st October 2021 • 9781782218746 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

Everything you need to become a manga
artist, with step-by-step instructions,
exercises, and tips and tricks and feature
spreads from other artists.

If you have ever wanted to learn how to
sketch effectively, but lacked the confidence
to start, then Sketching for the Absolute
Beginner is the book for you.

» Crammed with great step-by-step
sequences for face, body, and poses

» Ideal starting point for the beginner artist
looking for a complete course in sketching

» No specialist tools required – just a pencil,
paper and expert guidance from Dalia

» Easy-to-follow techniques and achievable
projects broken down into simple steps

» Be inspired by contemporary artists
who share their manga art secrets and
showcase their own art

» Part of the best-selling Absolute Beginner
Art series which has sold over 135,000
copies.

» Japanese art and culture, including manga
and anime, are hugely popular with
53 million posts featuring #manga on
Instagram alone.

Peter Cronin loves the natural world. The pull
of the outdoors and the fall of sunlight across
the landscape inspire his work, and he can be
found exploring the world around him in all
seasons and weathers. Completely self-taught,
he has gained an enviable reputation for his
watercolour and oils; both of which rely on
Peter’s clarity of sight and the economy of line
in his underlying drawings.

Based in Hebron in Palestine, Dalia
Sharawna has been drawing manga for ten
years, fired by her passion for watching anime
since she was a child.
6

Uncorrected Publicity Proof

M E ET DA L I A !

MEET DALIA!
I am Dalia, an artist based in Hebron,
Palestine, and known on Instagram as
@drawing_dalia.
When I was a kid, I used to watch anime all
the time, drawing my favourite characters
with a passion. This evolved to drawing
manga characters of my own. I still use
references to aid me in drawing and people
who follow me on Instagram know that I
love using K-pop artists as my main source
of inspiration.

Communicating through images, using
a line rather than a word, means that you
can cross any language barriers, making
it a truly universal way to reach people. I
have gained followers on Instagram from
all around the world. I am so glad that my
account is a place where people with the
same interests as me can share ideas and
connect with each other. I hope that I can
now share some of my skills and knowledge
with you and let you in on my personal
manga secrets.

My drawing skills weren’t that great at
first, but I kept practising to reach the
level that I am at today. I am happy with
what I have achieved so far, but feel I still
have lots to learn. I always practise hard,
trying out new drawing techniques. For that
reason, I believe anyone can draw if they
are passionate about it and there’s always
the potential to improve – the more you
practise, the better you get!

Related titles:

I am an emotional person and love that
drawing is one of the best ways to express
my feelings. If someone can look at my
drawings and relate what I have tried to
express to their own emotions, then I’m
very happy.

10 Step Drawing: Manga 9781782219354
Draw Manga 9781844489381
How to Draw: Manga 9781782214724
Manga Now! How to Draw Action Figures 9781782210788
Mega Manga Characters 9781782219170
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Art: Drawing & Sketching

Art: Drawing & Sketching

Manga
Art Secrets
The definitive guide to drawing awesome artwork in the manga style

7

Farm in Sunlight
Here is an old farm on the Orkney Islands, Scotland. It was the
dark shadow and the profile of the house that made me stop
and take this photograph. I would not like it as much if the
house were not there. It is a subject that should be suitable for

3 With the shadow in place, develop darker accents inside

You will need:

the barn and on the chimney pots by working over the
areas once more with the pencil. You may decide to work
over some of this again later, but it’s fine for now.

Paper: sketchbook or a piece of
cartridge paper
Pencils: 3B graphite pencil

The source photograph
for this project.

the novice as there is virtually no perspective, reasonably
simple shapes and good tone. It is
a subject that allows us to put into

4 Starting on the left once more, its time to suggest

practice the ideas on the previous pages.
I am going to sketch the whole thing

detail like roof sheets and windows. Place the shadow of
the lower foliage, too. Continually alter the pressure on the
pencil to get lost and found lines. Press really hard to get
good dark accents for areas like the windows.

but the house and part of the barn would
make a good subject too, as would the
other barn end. I will shorten the middle
barn though, as I think it is too long –

Lost and found

such architectural changes are well within
the power of the artist!

Do notice that the roof line is very lost and found – that is, the
line varies in strength and weight. A hard continuous line
here would look completely wrong – no doubt the farmer
would send us packing once he’d noticed it!

5 Place the hedgerow next. Note that the gap of white
paper is important to represent the sunlit nature of
the scene. Shade the dormer roof lightly and add the
telegraph pole to echo the chimney verticals.

1 Hold the pencil long and loose and move from left to

right, along the roof line and under the gutter line. The line
should be light, but don’t be hesitant: errors will occur but
they can be corrected. Can you see where I have corrected
the lines above?

2 Check the initial light lines to make sure that you are

happy with the initial shapes. I already know my next step
because I ‘drew it in my head’ first: shorten your grip on
the pencil and set off from left to right once again, this
time placing the shadows. Leave the little gatepost as a
negative shape.

6 Give an indication of with a few horizontal scribbles, and link these to the
farm with some fenceposts. Finally, further darken the house gable to help
lead the eye to this end of the sketch first.

Negative shapes
When we are shading in a dark-toned shape on white paper
or over a previous lighter tone, we have the option to shade
around any lighter shapes, thus pushing them forward. These
are called negative shapes because they are formed by the
shading that we put behind/around them. So they are not
‘drawn on’ but ‘pulled out’ by this darker tone.

28

29

Also by the author:
Pure Watercolour Painting 9781782214359

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Susie Hodge & Jonathan Newey

How
to Draw 100: Flowers
From basic shapes to amazing drawings in super-easy steps

31st January 2022 • 9781800920354 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 292 x 216 mm • 112 pages • All rights free

Janet Whittle & Penny Brown

31st January 2022 • 9781800920255 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 292 x 216 mm • 112 pages • All rights free

Learn to draw 100 of your favourite animals in
six easy steps.

Learn to draw 100 of your favourite blooms in
six easy steps

» The process for sketching each animal is
broken down into six easy steps

» Simple, no-fuss techniques for drawing a
variety of flowers

» Discover and draw the phenomenal variety
of creatures our blue planet has to offer, from
a snowy white polar bear and mysterious
jaguar, to a proud lion and loveable llama!

» Book includes an amazing variety of species,
from garden favourites and wildflower finds
to stunning exotics

Art: Drawing & Sketching

Art: Drawing & Sketching

How
to Draw 100: Animals
From basic shapes to amazing drawings in super-easy steps

» Compendium of illustrations taken from four
titles in the How to Draw series.

» Compendium of illustrations taken from four
titles in the How to Draw series.
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How to Draw 100: Animals is a
compendium of illustrations taken from
the following books in the How to Draw
series: How to Draw African Animals;
How to Draw Polar Animals; How to
Draw Rainforest Animals; How to Draw
Mountain Animals
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10

Step

drawing

Making
Pinch Pots
35 beautiful projects to hand-form from clay

28th February 2022 • 9781800920330 • £8.99 / AUD $25.99
Paperback • 236 x 164 mm • 128 pages • World English language rights excluding North America

Cats

Justine Lecouffe

Jacqui Atkin

If you want to draw cats but don’t know where to
start, this is the book for you! Turn simple shapes into
beautiful cat drawings in just ten steps.

A project-driven collection of beautiful
pinched clay pots to make by one of the
best practical authors writing today.

» A beginner’s guide to drawing 50 different breeds of
cat in ten simple steps

» Contains everything you need to make
fabulous ceramic pinch pots, whether
you are a beginner or a more
experienced maker

Cats

» Each drawing starts with easy, geometric shapes and
simple guide lines, and the cats are drawn in a variety
of poses that typify the particular breed

» Includes an exciting range of projects
from functional ceramics to purely
decorative and sculptural creations

Justine Lecouffe

» Includes colour palettes so readers can easily find the
right tones for their drawing.

SEARCH PRESS

DraW over 50 fabulous felines in 10 easy steps
SEARCH PRESS

» A gallery of makers showcase their
stunning works and provide inspiration
for all.

Justine Lecouffe is an artist, illustrator, and graphic
designer based in London, UK. She creates digital and
traditional hand drawings encompassing fashion, beauty,
architecture, and travel, for clients in a wide range of
industries, from book publishing to branding for jewellery
and fashion designers.

10
Step Drawing: Dogs
Draw 50 delightful dogs in 10 easy steps
28th February 2022 • 9781800920347 • £8.99 / AUD $25.99
Paperback • 236 x 164 mm • 128 pages • World English language rights excluding North America

10 STEP DRAWING

10

Step

drawing

Dogs

5YOU W I L L N E E D

When two sections are sealed together, a vacuum is
formed inside which maintains the shape. To alter the
shape, a hole must be made in some part of the form
to allow for the release of air as the shape is manipulated.

Justine Lecouffe

7

» Includes colour palettes so readers can easily find the
right tones for their drawing.

SEARCH PRESS

10 Step Drawing: Animals 9781782216605
10 Step Drawing: Everyday Things 9781782219347
10 Step Drawing: Flowers 9781782216612
10 Step Drawing: Manga 9781782219354
10 Step Drawing: Nature 9781782218555
10 Step Drawing: People 9781782218548

Considerable character can be formed providing
the hole remains open as you work. For example,

the altered
outline shape can be adapted further by
DESIGN
NOTE
squeezing it between both hands to flatten it slightly.
The form of this mug can easily
14 THE BASICS
be adapted by changing the
shape of the extension—give it
a waist or flare it outward at the
top instead of closing the shape
in; the possibilities are many.

The world's finest art and craft books

Useful to make small, bud-type vases, as the starting shape for larger forms, or parts for other
uses, like handles or feet.

Try making them in sets of different colorways using the same surface
decoration for really great impact.

6

Manipulate the shape into the desired form with
your fingers, or by beating the surface with a
wooden spatula.

1

8

Work around the entire circumference of the form to
add lines or valleys, if desired, using wooden blocks
or tools. Seal the hole when happy with the shape
and leave to firm to leather-hard before reintroducing the
hole to allow for the release of air in firing.

Also by the author:
DECORATION
This mug is a blank canvas for
decoration at either green stage
or bisque, whether choosing
a slip, glaze, underglaze, or
combined technique. See page
XX for decoration options.

Justine Lecouffe

In the same series:

Sections like these are used throughout the book to extend the size of forms, or make feature

parts
as foot rings,this
spouts, is
necks,
stemsone
for bowlsfor
and even
handles. They can, of course,
If you like a generous mug for your teamake
orsuch
coffee,
the
you.
forms in their own right.
With its stylish mid-century modern shaped handle and 50s inspired
surface decoration, it will soon becomeBASIC
a favorite.
CYLINDER

TOOLS
– Metal and plastic kidneys
– Loop tool
– Banding wheel (turntable)
– Wooden modeling tool
CLAY
White stoneware
– 1lb (450g) divided into
small amounts for each
part of the mug

Dogs

» Each drawing starts with simple lines or shapes and
ends with a coloured drawing

Height: 4in (10cm)
Diameter: 3½in (9cm)

Caption to come

OPEN-ENDED SECTIONS

ALTERING THE SHAPE OF JOINED SECTIONS

1lb (450g)

10 Step Drawing: Dogs will help you turn simple shapes
into beautiful dog drawings in just ten steps.
» Learn how to draw a range of dog breeds in just in ten
easy steps

Jacqui Atkin is a professional studio
ceramicist, author and gallery owner living in
rural Shropshire, England. Currently working
as editorial consultant and project editor for
ClayCraft magazine, she is one of the UK’s
foremost teacher-authors writing today. She is
the author of Beginner’s Guide to Pottery &
Ceramics and Pottery You Can Use.

LARGE MUG

Justine Lecouffe
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30th June 2021 • 9781782219965 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 246 x 190 mm • 176 pages • World English language rights excluding North America

General Crafts

Justine Lecouffe

10 STEP DRAWING

Art: Drawing & Sketching

10
Step Drawing: Cats
Draw 50 fabulous felines in 10 easy steps

1

From 5oz (140g) clay, pinch
an open bowl that flares
gently from a flat,
sturdy
Extend
a finger through the
centre of the clay and out the
base. Smooth the surface
other end. Ifof
the log is too long
to get a finger through, use a short
the bowl inside and
out with a
length of dowel or a pencil to open
up the rim.
centre first.
kidney and level the
Center
the bowl upside down on the
banding wheel and score the
position for a foot ring with a
pin. Now trim the clay from the
center of the circle using the
loop tool.

Roll and pat a ball of clay into
a log shape (the amount of clay
required will depend on what
you are making).

2

3

4

5

6

Pinch out the wall in small
stages, rotating the form the
whole time and applying even
pressure between finger and thumb.

Work on one end of the cylinder
first, then the opposite end,
changing between both regularly
to ensure an evenly pinched wall.

Roll the dowel back and
forth on the work surface to
extend the size of the opening
sufficiently to get your fingers inside.

When the cylinder is an even
thickness, smooth any lumps
and bumps inside and out with
a metal kidney.
CORE MAKING TECHNIQUES 15

2

Pinch an open cylinder
from 8oz (225g) clay, using
the concentric lines on the
wheel to pinch it to the correct
rim size to fit the base section.

Beginner's Guide to Pottery & Ceramics 9781782215592
Pottery You Can Use 9781782215608

DraW over 50 Delightful DOGS in 10 easy Steps
SEARCH PRESS

68 PROJECTS

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Marrianne Miall

30th September 2021 • 9781782219729 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • German rights sold

Making
Candles
20 easy projects for a relaxing home
Sarah Ditchfield

31st October 2021 • 9781800920231 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 80 pages • All rights free

Learn to make beautiful, stylish Christmas
decorations using eco-friendly materials
that won’t cost a fortune or harm the planet!

Indulge yourself and relax into the fragrant
world of candle making.
» Features 20 different candle designs using
a variety of methods and materials –
including ice!

» A specially designed collection of 30
Christmas decorations that are ecofriendly, stylish and fun to make

» Make candles quickly and easily in your
own kitchen

» Reinforces the global trend for leading a
‘green’ life and stresses the importance of
sustainability

» Candle-making has been one of the top
crafts explored by new hobbyists

» All the projects are easy to make using
recycled everyday items and foraged
materials, and do not require expensive
tools or materials.

» Candles make thoughtful gifts
» This is a revitalized edition of Making
Candles: Create 20 decorative candles to
keep or to give.

Marrianne Miall is a graphic designer for
a book publisher and is a general all-round
crafty creative. When she’s not decorating
her home or growing her own fruit and veg,
she is taking on all kinds of craft projects
from sewing curtains, to making festive paper
ornaments. She particularly enjoys upcycling
items around the home.

Sarah Ditchfield’s candle-making journey
started after her husband bought her a
candle-making kit one Christmas. In 2012,
Sarah launched her company, Candle by
Events, which runs candle-making workshops
for individuals and organizations.

Related titles:

Related titles:
52 Nature Craft Projects 9781782219095
Macramé for the Modern Home 9781782218364
Napkin Folding 9781782217619
Quick and Easy Christmas 9781782217930
Sew Eco-Friendly 9781782219262
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General Crafts

General Crafts

The
Eco-Christmas Craft Book
30 stylish festive projects that won’t hurt the planet

The world's finest art and craft books

52 Nature Craft Projects 9781782219095

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Exclusively distributed in the UK craft trade
by Search Press

Exclusively distributed in the UK craft trade
by Search Press

ADVANCE INFORMATION
Crumb Quilts
Scrap quilting the zero waste way
Author: Emily Bailey
Publication date: September 2021

Key Selling Points
The only quilt book which uses the term ‘crumb quilt’ rather than scrap quilting
Crumb quilting is the ultimate in zero waste quilting where no scraps are too
small to be used

About The Book
Crumb quilting is the ultimate way to zero waste patchwork using tiny
scraps or 'crumbs' of fabric that are so small that most people would throw
them away. This collection includes instructions and techniques for how to
turn your stash of crumbs into beautiful quilts and quilted projects.
Product format: Paperback
Price: £15.99 / $22.99
ISBN: 9781446308707
Extent: 128
Dimensions: 216 x 280 mm
BIC Code: WFBQ
BISAC Code: CRA026000
Thema: WFBQ
Emily shows you how to quickly piece together small scraps to create larger pieces of
Imprint: David & Charles
'crumb fabric' using chain piecing to build up the fabric. All of the instructions are
accompanied with step photography so you see exactly how to create your own scrappy SEO Keywords: Applique, machine applique,
sewing, quilting, quilt patterns, machine
fabrics. There are also instructions for all the quilting techniques you will need to
embroidery stitches, applique techniques
sandwich, baste and bind your quilts and projects.
Publisher territorial rights:
Exclusive: World
As well as the step-by-step instructions and photography for how to make the crumb
fabric Emily also shares her tips and tricks for how to group fabric colours and prints in
Related Titles
order to get the best results. In addition to the instructions for how to create
background crumb fabric, crumb blocks and crumb applique there are also step-by-step
instructions for 15 stunning quilted projects including full-size bed quilts and smaller
projects including a pillow and pin cushion.
Tiny fabric scraps or 'crumbs' don't have to end up in the bin - now you can learn how
to use these crumbs to create 15 beautiful quilts and quilted projects to bust your
stash. Author, Emily Bailey, explains how to make fabric from 'crumbs' which you can
then cut to your preferred size and use as a quilt block, a dramatic background fabric
or as a piece of applique for added texture and interest. These instructions include
step-by-step photography for extra clarity around the techniques.

Choose from a full-size bed quilt which features crumb piecing in all its different forms:
as a background; as applique and in blocks, to spectacular effect. Other quilts include
Under The Sea - a crumb quilt featuring a whole host of scrappy sea creatures and
Night Sky - a dramatic quilt which uses crumbs to create a richly textured background
with crumb applique for the stars and planets.
So why not take another look at your own stash of crumbs and get patchwork and
quilting the zero waste way!

About The Author

Jelly Roll Quilts in a
Weekend
9781446306574
£15.99 UK
$24.99 US

Jelly Roll Quilts: The
Classic Collection
9781446308097
£16.99 UK
$24.99 US

Wabi-Sabi Sewing
9781446307090
£15.99 UK
$24.99 US

Modern Quilt Bible
9781446307465
£19.99 UK
$24.99 US

Emily Bailey (Aunt Em’s Quilts) is a US-based quilt designer specializing in modern
crumb quilts.

Key Marketing Opportunities
https://www.instagram.com/emsscrapbag/
https://www.facebook.com/auntemsquilts/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-JBH1AV01kwQCdqsug3Iow
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Magical Metal Clay
Sue Heaser

A Bag for All Reasons
Lisa Lam

French Knitting
Karine Thiboult-Demessence

The Witch's Yearbook
Clare Gogerty

Publication Date: 10th August 2021
9781446308912 • £15.99 • Paperback
254 x 203 mm • 160 pages

Publication Date: 10th August 2021
9781446308974 • £12.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 80 pages

Publication Date: 10th August 2021
9781446308806 • £14.99 • Paperback
235 x 191 mm • 128 pages

Publication Date: 14th September 2021
9781446308707 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages

Publication Date: 14th September 2021
9781446308981 • £14.99 • Paperback
222 x 222 mm • 128 pages

100 Paper Pieced Quilt
Blocks
Sarah Callard

Anatomy for Fantasy
Artists
Glenn Fabry

Appliqué the Sew Quirky
Way
Mandy Murray

The Beading Bible
Dorothy Wood

Publication Date: 17th August 2021
9781446308691 • £15.99 • Paperback
273 x 210 mm • 240 pages

Publication Date: 14th September 2021
9781446308967 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 215 mm • 160 pages

Publication Date: 14th September 2021
9781446308820 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages

The Gansey Knitting
Sourcebook
David Di Gilpin & Sheila Greenwell
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ADVANCE INFORMATION

hello@davidandcharles.com
www.davidandcharles.com

Publication Date: 14th September 2021
9781446308868 • £14.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 176 pages

Publication Date: 14th September 2021
9781446308516 • £16.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 168 pages

Mosaic Crochet
Workshop
Esme Crick
Publication Date: 14th September 2021
9781446308424 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages

Easy Origami Flowers
Gaël le Neillon
Publication Date: 12th October 2021
9781446309001 • £12.99 • Paperback
190 x 190 mm • 448 pages

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Elemental Macramé
Rebecca Millar
Publication Date: 12th October 2021
9781446308790 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages

Publication Date: 12th October 2021
9781446308684 • £15.99 • Paperback
273 x 210 mm • 128 pages

John Howe's Ultimate
Fantasy Art Academy
John Howe

Watercolor Fashion
Illustration
Francesco Lo lacono

Publication Date: 9th November 2021
9781446308929 • £19.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 224 pages
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Knit Like a Latvian
Ieva Ozolina

Publication Date: 9th November 2021
9781446308738 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages
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Colour My Mood
Olive Yong
Publication Date: 9th November 2021
9781446309032 • £9.99 • Paperback
201 x 150 mm • 160 pages

The Sock Knitting Bible
Lynne Rowe
Publication Date: 16th November 2021
9781446308523 • £16.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 160 pages
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Clean &
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Publication Date: November 2021
9781446309056 • £12.99 • Hardback
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The Anti-Burnout Journal
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Publication Date: January 2022
9781446309155 • £19.99 • Hardback
210 x 148 mm • 256 pages
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STAY IN TOUCH!
If you would like to receive regular email updates about our wonderful
new titles, then email marketing@searchpress.com to be added to our mailing list.
Please let us know whether you are interested in art, craft or both.
This catalogue lists our new titles up until February 2022.
VISIT WWW.SEARCHPRESS.COM FOR OUR FULL RANGE.
REQUEST A FULL LIST CATALOGUE FROM MARKETING@SEARCHPRESS.COM.
Be sure to stay in touch with us by signing up for our newsletter at
www.searchpress.com/trade

All details correct at time of going to press, but subject to change.
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